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ABSTRACT
Nikolovska, Manja
The Internet as a creator of a criminal mind and child vulnerabilities in the cyber
grooming of children
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2020, 145 p.
(JYU Dissertations
ISSN 2489-9003; 164)
ISBN 978-951-39-7963-8 (PDF)
Cyber grooming of children is a form of online child sexual abuse and a
cybercriminal phenomenon on the rise. The previous literature explains this
phenomenon by applying theories developed for the physical world, continuum
models of offender and victim behavior, or process models of the act. This
literature is silent on empirically addressing the role of cyber-specific behavioral
variables in the cyber-grooming process, as expressed by both the offender and
victim.
This dissertation maintains that until we gain an empirical understanding
of how cyber-specific behavioral characteristics are being used by the offender
and victim in the cyber-grooming process, we cannot offer a detailed explanation
of online child sexual abuse. For this purpose, this research conceptualizes cyber
affordances as cyber-specific variables to be measured within chat-interactive
cybercriminal incidents. The conceptual model is applied to empirical data of
real-life cases of cyber grooming of children. The study unveils the most critical
incidents occurring in the chats, the offender’s and victim’s dynamic fluctuation
in the cyber-grooming process, and the use of cyber affordances in relation to the
cyber-grooming process. The study provides directions for future research and
practical implications for preventing cyber grooming and cybercrime.
Keywords: cyber grooming; cyber affordances; content analysis: cybercrime;
prevention
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Nikolovska, Manja
Internet ja verkkoympäristöt uudenlaisen rikollisuuden ja lasten seksuaalisen
hyväksikäytön mahdollistajana
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2020, 145 p.
(JYU Dissertations
ISSN 2489-9003; 164)
ISBN 978-951-39-7963-8 (PDF)
Verkossa tapahtuva grooming (engl. cyber grooming) eli seksuaalinen nettihoukuttelu on kasvava ilmiö. Sillä tarkoitetaan internetin välityksellä tapahtuvaa
lapsen tai nuoren houkuttelua, jonka seurauksena hyväksikäyttäjä voi onnistua
johdattamaan lapsen tai nuoren seksuaaliseen kanssakäymiseen kanssaan.
Aiempi tutkimus on soveltanut ilmiöön sellaisia rikosta, tekijöitä tai uhreja koskevia teorioita, jotka on alun perin kehitetty nettiä varhaisemman rikollisuuden
selittämiseksi. Tämän väitöstutkimuksen havaintojen mukaan seksuaalisen nettihoukuttelun vaiheita ja syitä ei kuitenkaan kyetä kuvaamaan tarpeeksi syvällisesti
ennen kuin meillä on lisää empiirisiä löydöksiä, jotka auttavat meitä valottamaan
ilmiötä ja sen syntyä tarkemmin.
Tässä tutkimuksessa verkko- eli kybermaailman käyttömahdollisuudet käsitteellistetään tarkemmiksi kyberspesifeiksi muuttujiksi, joita voidaan tarkemmin
kvantitatiivisesti määrittää interaktiivisissa verkkorikostapahtumissa. Tätä mallia
sovelletaan todelliseen lapsiin kohdistuvista seksuaalisista nettihoukuttelurikoksista koostuvaan aineistoon. Tutkimuksessa selvitetään keskeisimmät chatin eli
verkkokeskustelun vaiheet, verkon erityispiirteet, jotka mahdollistavat verkkorikollisuuden kuten hyväksikäytön, sekä hyväksikäyttäjän ja uhrin vuorovaikutuksen sekvenssien rakentumiset hyväksikäyttöprosessin aikana.
Tutkimuksen pohjalta esitetään sekä suuntaa jatkotutkimukselle että käytännön toimenpiteitä verkkorikollisuuden ja lasten seksuaalisen nettihoukuttelun
vähentämiseksi ja muutenkin verkkorikollisuuden tutkimusmetodologian lisäämiseksi.
Avainsanat: kybergrooming, kyberhoukuttelu, seksuaalinen nettihoukuttelu, sisältöanalyysi, kyberrikos, nettirikos, rikosten ehkäisy, seksuaalinen hyväksikäyttö
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1 INTRODUCTION
Internet use has revolutionized how people communicate and transact business.
It has also been a seedbed for deviant and criminal behaviors, including, cyber
harassment, cyber stalking, cyber bullying, and cyber grooming, now being
examined in the information systems (IS) discipline. Consequently, editorials in
MIS Quarterly (Lee; 2015; Mahmood et al., 2010) have highlighted the need to
examine the most serious cybercrime offenses.
The cyber grooming of children, a form of online child sexual abuse, is one
of the most vivid examples of a physical-world-based abuse that becomes more
pernicious when perpetrated in cyberspace. Its prevalence and perpetration in
the online world are sufficiently different in scope and execution from what we
know of abuse in the physical world to warrant reconceptualization and
theoretical innovation. One of the many characteristics that make cyber grooming
dangerous is that a child who is safely at home can be targeted from anywhere
in the world. For example, an adult offender befriended an 11-year old through
Facebook, after acquiring several friends in common with the victim and
representing himself as a peer (Hannah, 2017). Even though the victim had been
educated not to befriend strangers online, the existence of mutual friends meant
that she was disinclined from considering the offender as a stranger. After
exchanging jokes and emojis, the offender turned on his Facebook webcam
during the chat and exposed himself while masturbating in view of the 11-year
old. Most online abuse consists of chat conversations within a sexual context,
sharing photos or videos containing sexual content, virtual sex via webcam, and
even live streaming of the child self-inflicting abuse. In the example cited above,
after the victim rejected further webcam contact, the offender continued sending
her obscene, derogatory, and sexually abusive messages. The victim waited more
than a year before disclosing the incident to her parents because she felt ashamed
and responsible for what had happened to her. In many cases, victims are
trapped in a cycle of abuse by offenders who blackmail them, threatening to
expose the material already exchanged. Victims experience grave psychological
consequences, sometimes leading to suicide (Murumaa-Mengel, 2015), while
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offenders remain in cyberspace, with the ability to abuse multiple victims
simultaneously.
A systematic review of the literature on cyber grooming (n = 135) identified
four major gaps: 1) a lack of cyber-specific explanations; 2) an overreliance on
traditional theoretical formulations; 3) an overreliance on static models of
behavior; and 4) inadequate process modelling. The previous literature is also
silent on empirically addressing the role of cyber-specific behavioral variables, as
expressed by the offender and victim, in the dynamic cyber-grooming process.
As a response to the major shortcomings in the literature, this dissertation
offers a novel way of studying cybercrimes, specifically the cyber grooming of
children (CGOC)1 as a form of sexual abuse that takes place in the online world.
It strives to shift the perspective from the prevailing view of the Internet—as a
tool or means by which to perpetrate cyber grooming—toward viewing it as an
engine that might guide and shape behavioral paths around a phenomenon that
we can track and record. Its key assumption is that while previous theories and
models on cyber grooming identify the proper variables of interest, these
variables are built on physical-world-based assumptions about human cognition,
behavior, and social structure, which are radically altered in cyberspace (see
Kellerman, 2014, 2016). Since cybercrimes occur in a “landscape” where
traditional notions of time and space are governed by a different set of rules and
parameters, many of the predictions about cybercrime derived from traditional
models will be insufficient as tools for explanation, prediction, and efficient
prevention.
For this purpose, the dissertation conceptualizes cyber affordances as cyberspecific conceptual variables and explores how the offender and victim might be
using such affordances during the occurrence of the cyber-grooming process, i.e.,
in real time and real life. The empirical study presents results from chat-log
transcript data obtained through the Finnish National Bureau of Investigation
(NBI). The study employs a mixed-methods approach. First, qualitative content
analysis is applied to the chat messages from the NBI data. Second, since the data
offer a time stamp of each message in order to increase the qualitative
explanatory power, the study constructs panel data using the time stamp of each
message and its corresponding code, assigned by the qualitative content analysis.
Lastly, the study applies descriptive and regression analysis of the qualitative
codes.
The findings present the use of the cyber affordances discovered in the
chats, the offender’s and victim’s paths in the cyber-grooming process and most
In this dissertation, I use the term “cyber grooming of children” (CGOC) as a catch-all
phrase to describe and encompass various forms of adult victimization of children,
perpetrated on the Internet, including: “solicitation of children for sexual purposes” (as
defined in Article 23, Lanzarote Convention, 2007, 2011: EU Directive 2011/93, and the
2015 “Opinion on Article 23 of the Lanzarote Convention and Its Explanatory Note”);
“online grooming for sexual purposes”; “online sexual enticement of children”; and
“sexual extortion of children as result of grooming” (see Section H3, p. 49 ,in Terminology
and Semantics Interagency Working Group on Sexual Exploitation of Children.
Terminology guidelines for the protection of children from sexual exploitation and sexual
abuse. ECPAT International, 2016).
1
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critical incidents occurring in the chat. The interpretation of the findings
produces practical and theoretical implications for both academia and
practitioners.

1.1 Phenomenon background
Child sexual abuse is described as “…the involvement of a child in sexual activity
that he or she does not fully comprehend, is unable to give informed consent to,
or for which the child is not developmentally prepared and cannot give consent,
or that violates the laws or social taboos of society” (UNODC, 2014, p.7; WHO,
2003, p.75). While contact abuse involves physical interactions with a child,
including penetration, non-contact abuse includes grooming, exploitation, and
persuading children to perform sexual acts over the Internet (NSPCC, 2018a).
“Grooming/online grooming refers to the process of establishing/building a
relationship with a child either in person or through the use of the Internet or
other digital technologies to facilitate either online or offline sexual contact with
that person” (ECPAT, 2016, p.51). “Relationship building” is achieved through
the use of social engineering techniques (see Mann, 2017; Stewart & Dawson,
2018) that involve connecting with, influencing, and psychologically nurturing
the child for the purpose of abuse. This may take the form of offering advice or
empathy, buying gifts, giving the child attention, or using their financial
resources, professional position, or reputation to benefit the child, including
taking them on trips, outings, or holidays (see Deitz, 2018; Lanning, 2018). These
activities are all aimed at ongoing and/or subsequent exploitation of the child for
sexual purposes.
Offline child sex grooming occurs in the physical environment where time,
location, and physical appearance present constraints on sexual predators (e.g.,
limits on the number of potential victims, ease of communication, the ability to
misrepresent one’s identity, etc.). Further, in the physical world, 90% of offline
child grooming involves abuse by someone familiar to the child (e.g., family
members or close friends of the family; see Radford et al., 2011). As we will note
below, there are a variety of technology-based advantages to engaging in
grooming over the Internet, thereby fueling the increase of the practice. The
practice differs from physical-world grooming, in that, it is almost always
perpetrated by strangers (EPCAT, 2016). Online, offenders are unrestrained by
physical distance or appearance and are able to take advantage of the contextual
offense-related affordances of the internet, magnifying the effectiveness of social
engineering techniques and expanding their reach, all with the click of a mouse.
This increases children’s online vulnerability to many more predators, who may
reside anywhere in the world. Unsurprisingly, therefore, in one in four reports
from almost 6,000 cyber-grooming cases, the offender had multiple victims
(National Center for Missing and Exploited Children [NCMEC], 2017).
In the US, the CyberTipline operated by the NCMEC (2017) received over
10.2 million reports of suspected child sexual exploitation in 2017 alone,
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including online enticement or CGOC. In 2018, the FBI arrested more than 2,300
online child sexual offenders, while the Internet Crimes Against Children
taskforce investigated over 25,200 complaints of technology-facilitated crimes
against children (US Department of Justice, 2018). The UK saw a 50% increase in
online grooming cases between 2017 and 2018, with 3,000 new cases recorded
(National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children [NSPCC], 2018b). In
70% of these cases, the grooming was performed through Facebook, Snapchat, or
Instagram. The nature of Internet communications and the desire of online
predators to maintain anonymity are just two reasons why CGOC is
underreported and thereby implicated in the “dark figure” of crime (Biderman
& Reiss, 1967).
Evidence of the prevalence of online child sexual abuse can also be observed
in the proliferation of child sexual abuse material (CSAM). The latest Internet
Organized Crime Threat Assessment (IOCTA, 2018) report by Europol identified
online child sexual exploitation as one of the fastest growing modes of
cybercrime, with a significant growth in the detected of online CSAM. In 2017,
the Canadian Center for Child Protection processed over 230 million web pages,
which detected 5.1 million unique pages hosting over 40,000 unique images of
child sexual abuse (IOCTA, 2018). Also in 2017, the Internet Watch Foundation
(IWF) identified a record 80,000 instances of online child sexual abuse imagery
(IWF, 2017). The majority of the identified child sexual abuse web pages (57,335)
were hosted in Europe (60%), and 37% were identified as being hosted in North
America (IWF, 2016). Overall, 92% of all child sexual abuse URLs identified
globally by the IWF are hosted in five countries: the Netherlands, the United
States, Canada, France, and the Russian Federation (listed by most to fewest
URLs) (IWF, 2016).
One source of this growth is the continuous creation of self-generated child
abuse material (SGCAM; i.e., naked/provocative selfies/videos taken by the
children themselves). This term refers to a scenario in which the child is alone, or
with other children, and is persuaded or “groomed” into taking images or videos
of themselves engaged in sexual activities and then sharing this content, often
with someone they trust (IWF, 2018). One in three instances of reported online
CSAM is categorized as self-produced, 96% of which depicts a child in their home
environment (IWF, 2018). Ninety-eight percent of the material features children
aged 13 and below, with the youngest victim being just three years old (IWF,
2018).
Offenders can procure such material in a variety of ways. In many cases,
SGCAM are voluntarily shared between child peers via sexting, distribution on
social networks, or through mundane or viral sharing (e.g., revenge porn). It is
often acquired through the cyber grooming and sexual extortion of minors by
adults (IOCTA, 2017; IWF, 2018, see also Acar, 2016; Chiang & Grant, 2018). The
IWF (2018) has warned that any legitimate Internet communication tool that
offers live streaming represents a potential access, retention, and distribution
platform for offenders. Social networking sites, such as Facebook, SnapChat,
ImGur, and Instagram, provide ideal settings for interacting with younger
16

victims. Offenders can use them to create and delete authentic-looking
fraudulent profiles and falsify their geographical locations, all with greater ease
and frequency than would be possible in the use of face-to-face communication.
These and a host of other emerging communication platforms essentially
eliminate physical distance between victims and predators for the purpose of
crime, while simultaneously enhancing barriers to detection and interdiction.
Internet technologies also increase the scope and scale of victimization by giving
child sex predators access to a global victim pool (see, e.g., Chua et al., 2007;
Grazioli & Järvenpää, 2000). Offenders can take advantage of this to operate with
some level of impunity because law enforcement and prosecutorial recourse are
limited by geographically determined jurisdictional boundaries. Tracing,
investigating, and prosecuting online sex offenders entail significant
coordination and cooperation involving victims, law enforcement, and the IT
businesses whose platforms are exploited for offending. These limitations are
particularly acute when predation occurs internationally (see Button et al., 2014),
where jurisdictional conflicts are more likely and more difficult to resolve. In
addition, it is also important to mention crime as-service, in which criminals
acquire photo or video material of children and sell it on the anonymous dark
web in exchange for anonymous cryptocurrencies (e.g., bitcoin). Consequently,
the Internet offers a low-threat setting for individuals to engage in crime, with
significant implications for deterrence and control, particularly of cyber
grooming.
In terms of the future outlook, we know that network connectivity spreads
and improves with each passing day, allowing live broadcasts and live streaming
from nearly anywhere and at any time. Modern smartphones, tablets, and
personal computers already have high-quality cameras and will soon be
equipped with 5G network.
All this considered, it is not an exaggeration to state that although sexual
predation has a long and sordid history going back to prehistoric times
(DeMause, 1997; Olafson et al., 1993; Radbill, 1968), this phenomenon has also
been revolutionized by the advent of online social communication platforms,
which have vastly increased the vulnerability of children and the ease with which
offenders can target and interact with them (Wolak et al., 2009; Wurtele et al.,
2016). The scenario of a predator preying on a child in a playground is shifting
into one in which that “playground” is now in the child’s pocket or bedroom.

1.2 Scope of the dissertation
This dissertation introduces a novel way of studying cybercrimes, such as cyber
grooming. It strives to shift the perspective from the prevailing view of the
Internet—as a tool or means through which to perpetrate cyber grooming—
toward viewing it as an engine that might guide and shape the behavioral paths
around a phenomenon that we can track and record.
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By studying cyber grooming in this context, this dissertation introduces
concepts such as cyber affordances and cyber sub-affordances by identifying the
behavioral characteristics manifested in chat communicative environments. It
strives to provide knowledge on cyber behavior hygiene and etiquette as a means to
educating young generations to come. By shifting the research focus from
studying the transfer of personality traits from the physical world to the online
world (very often in dissonance) to developing personality traits deriving from
cyber-exclusive opportunities, such as anonymity and fantasy, we are
transcending toward cyber-exclusive developmental paths and new cyber
behavioral exploration frontiers.

1.3 Research objectives
The research objectives of this dissertation are threefold: first, to identify the gaps
in the existing literature on CGOC; second, to propose a novel “cyber-specific”
conceptual model on CGOC; and third, to empirically demonstrate the potential
of this model by applying it to CGOC chat logs of real-life abuse cases.
The main sections of the dissertation are structured as follows: In Section 2,
the systematic literature review on cyber grooming is presented, and four major
research gaps are identified. First, the theories used in the existing research to
explain the phenomenon were not meant for cyber grooming but for other forms
of crime. Most of them were developed for crimes in the physical world and did
not account for the characteristics of the Internet in terms of their development
or application. Second, most existing studies focus on static factors and fixed
relationships that explain or predict the behavior behind the act of cyber
grooming (e.g., pedophilia causes cyber grooming). This means that the models
cannot account for changes in the relationship between the static factors and
cyber grooming (e.g., the offender is not a pedophile but engages in sexual
grooming for other purposes, such as sextortion). Third, other study streams
focus on the steps or process of how the act of cyber grooming is committed, for
example, stage models of how the act of the abuse begins, progresses, and ends
or process models with fixed relationships between the different constituents of
the act. In general, the usefulness of stage models rests on how well the victim’s
or perpetrator’s actual path matches the stages. Unfortunately, offenders and
victims tend to shift or skip stages (Elliot, 2015; Williams et al., 2013), or they may
use more than one stage simultaneously, which cannot be captured in step-bystep models. None of these models have considered the victim’s input in real time
and how this input may affect the offender’s path in the suggested process. Last,
the use of Internet characteristics between the offender and victim (which might
distort the static predictors and the fixed-stage progression) during the cybergrooming abuse process has not been explored.
Based on these gaps, Section 3 of this dissertation proposes a Cyber
affordance model of cyber grooming that strives to study CGOC through an
exploration of cyber-specific behavioral affordance and how the offender and
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victim utilize these affordances during the abuse process. This model
conceptualizes cyber behavior affordances based on online disinhibition. The
model proposes a way in which to record the use of these cyber affordances by
the offender and victim during the abuse process in order to determine cyber
motives among offenders and cyber vulnerabilities among victims. It also seeks
to demonstrate how the use of these characteristics can guide the paths of the
offender and victim throughout the abuse process.
In Section 4, I present the empirical study: the data collection, methods
employed, and the findings of the empirical test of the conceptual model. For the
purpose of this research, the data collection was performed on chat-log
transcripts of real-life cases of cyber grooming. The data were collected from the
Finnish NBI by gaining access to police data through a form of security clearance
for myself and my two supervisors. In Section 5, I discuss the results, followed
by the theoretical and practical contributions in Section 6. In Section 7, I present
my concluding remarks.
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2 SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW
This research first employed a systematic literature review and analysis (SLRA)
of the existing research on cyber grooming (n = 135) (Appendix 1). The SLRA
identified two broad gaps in the CGOC research knowledge base: 1) a lack of
cyber-specific theorizing and model development and 2) a lack of
conceptualization regarding causal orientations (situational versus dispositional)
for CGOC offending. The purpose of the SLRA was to identify strengths and gaps
in the extant literature on CGOC for the purpose of model formulation. SLRAs
are endorsed in the information systems literature by Okoli and Schabram (2010)
and Webster and Watson (2002) and in the criminological literature by Groff,
Johnson, and Thornton (2018). In both cases, researchers have established
principles for conducting SLRAs to “…take stock of the literature to date with the
aim of informing and improving future research…” (Groff et al., 2018, p. 4) as
well as to “…summarize existing evidence, identify gaps in current research and
provide a framework for positioning research endeavors” (Okoli & Schabram,
2010, p. 3).
The SLRA is an empirically based exercise that identifies the appropriate
population of studies focused on CGOC in order to develop a conceptual
platform from which to build a model that responds to each gap identified in the
research. This is referred to as a gap analysis (GA), an approach prevalent in the
marketing and management sciences, as well as in systems engineering, where it
is employed to study the current state of a system (such as a business,
intervention, organization, or research area) and where it may need to go in the
future. In the social sciences, GA can help develop new theories or models by
applying an empirical process (e.g., the SLRA) to identify weaknesses or gaps in
a research area (in this case, child grooming as an online phenomenon; see
Kumar, 2005; Wotela, 2017). This allows us to incorporate or redefine traditional
theoretical concepts and add new ones so as to accommodate the unique impact
of online environments into our understanding of (cyber) grooming.
I now proceed to describe the process of conducting the review, according
to eight principles laid out by Okoli and Schabram (2010):
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1. Identify the goal of the literature review
The SLRA assesses the current understanding of why and how CGOC is
performed as a cyber-exclusive offense. My goal was not to assess child
abuse research in general, child abuse performed in the physical world, or
online/offline child abuse material/pornography research.
2. Implement a specific protocol and training
To increase the comprehensiveness of the selected literature and the
replicability of the review, I designed a protocol outlining the initial
scanning sequences for selecting the literature, the inclusion and exclusion
criteria, and the principles of the content analysis of the included papers
that would target the goals identified in the purpose of the review (see
below).
3. Literature search
In the first step of the literature review, I searched and scanned the
following repositories: Springer, Tandfonline, Wiley Online Library,
SagePubs Online, AIESEL.AISNEt, Elesevier, Communications of the
ACM, altogether 3,911 journal repositories. In keeping with procedures
established in the library sciences (see, e.g., Papaioannou, 2010), the initial
scanning applied keyword sequences composed of the following word
groups derived from the previously discussed specified definition of
CGOC:
cyber OR online OR Internet
AND
grooming OR sexual OR sex OR abuse OR offence OR offending OR
offender OR victimization OR solicitation
AND
child OR children OR youth OR young OR minors
4. Practical screen
The practical screen identifies the inclusion criteria to be applied to the
population of eligible papers derived from the repository scan. It also
establishes the rules governing which papers are to be excluded without
further analysis (Okoli & Schabram, 2010). For this purpose, I employed
these rules in the initial scanning of the identified works and the
subsequent follow-up scraping (see Munzert et al., 2014) of titles and
abstracts across the entirety of the previously listed repositories.2 The
following inclusion criteria were identified:
a. Internet-specific aspects of grooming or child sexual abuse. To
capture cyber behaviors exclusively, and exclude research focusing
The initial scanning was conducted between 2015 and 2016. The papers included were
published before 2016. This time frame was determined as a natural byproduct of the point
at which the systematic literature review was conducted.
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on physical-world- or traditional child abuse, I excluded papers
that did not contain the words represented in Group A below in
their title and abstract:
Group A = (“Cyber”=𝐴 )±(“Online”= 𝐴 )±(“Internet”= 𝐴 )
→ Group 𝐴( )±( )±( )
b. CGOC concept-related processes. The search parameters were
limited based on terms related to CGOC and focused on research
highlighting the concept (and term) of “grooming,” such as
cyber/online/Internet “grooming” of children. Thus, the term
grooming is not comprehensively accepted as unique and exclusive
to capturing CGOC as the definition used for the purpose of the
SRLA. As such, besides the term “grooming,” I added (“sexual” or
“sex”) parameter identifiers as terms that would limit and focus the
phenomenon strictly on sexual abuse, while abandoning orthogonal
phenomena such as (cyberbullying/cyberstalking/harassment). I
also added “Abuse”; “Offence/Offending”; “Victimization”; or
“Solicitation(s).” Through this criterion, I excluded papers that did
not contain the words represented in Group B below in their title and
abstract:
Group B = (“Grooming”=𝐵 ) ± (“Sexual/Sex”= 𝐵 ) ±
(“Abuse”= 𝐵 )±(“Offence/Offending/Offenders=
𝐵 ) ± (“Victimization”= 𝐵 )
± (“Solicitation(s)”= 𝐵 ) →
Group B( )±( )±( )±( )±( )±( )
c. The third inclusion criterion limited the victimization scope to
children. Here, I omitted articles on the cyber sexual victimization
of young adults (age between 18–25) or adults (over 25). Thus, the
third inclusion criterion identified papers that specified in their title
and abstract the wording represented in Group C:
Group C = (“Child/Children”= C ) ± (“Youth/Young”= C )
± (“Minors”= C ) → Group C( )±( )±( )
A paper was included (In) in this literature review for further content
analysis if it satisfied one parameter from Group A, one from Group B,
and one from Group C, without its inclusion being tied to the order of
appearance of the group words:
A( )±( )±( ) + B( )±( )±( )±( )±( )±( ) C( )±( )±( ) → Group A + Group B
+ Group C= (In)
For example, the paper A Linguistic Analysis of Grooming Strategies of
Online Child Sex Offenders: Implications for our Understanding of
Predatory Sexual Behavior in an Increasingly Computer-mediated World
(Black et al., 2015) was included on the basis of the following expression:
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In= 𝐵 + 𝐴 + 𝐶 + 𝐵 + 𝐵 → 𝐴 + 𝐵
Group B + Group C

+ 𝐶 → Group A +

There are exceptions to these rules of inclusion. First, so as not to exclude
papers that treated the “cyber/online/Internet grooming” category as
synonymous with or indicative of online child sexual abuse (e.g., a paper
titled How Technology Can Mitigate and Counteract Cyber-stalking and
Online Grooming), I applied additional keyword content analysis of the
paper using the Group C criterion. If the additional keyword content
analysis identified that the paper did indeed address OGOC, it was
included in the next phase of the review. Second, if the selected paper’s
title and abstract captured “cyber sexual offending” or “cyber sexual
victimization” without specifying a specific type of offense, I performed
an additional keyword content analysis to evaluate whether it focused on
grooming/solicitation and whether it was targeted toward children
(keyword content analysis in relation to Group A and Group C). If this
process identified that the paper discussed cyber sexual
offending/victimization of children through grooming/solicitation, it
was included in the next phase of the SLA.
5. Quality appraisal
The quality appraisal sets out the criteria for evaluating papers that do not
satisfy the purpose of the review and, therefore, ought to be excluded (Okoli
& Schabram, 2010). In this research, I focused on CGOC as a vivid example
of how a specific type of criminal behavior changes when performed in the
online world. For two reasons, I resisted including other deviant cyber
phenomena involving children or studies focusing specifically on online
CSAM, pornography, bullying, harassment, extortion, etc. For the exclusion
process to be sufficiently robust as a descriptive and predictive tool, it is
important to specify the phenomenon in question and limit its scope. A
strictly identified categorization eases the GA and subsequent theory or
model construction. This is particularly important when dealing with
cybercrimes, which tend to be multi-faceted, as they often co-occur with
other offenses within incidents rather than as one-off crimes.
Additionally, cyber phenomena can overlap. For example, while
producing and distributing CAM or engaging in sextortion can be
achieved through the grooming process, they may also represent standalone phenomena. Therefore, to remain in line with the scope of the cybergrooming phenomena, I excluded the papers whose title and abstract
signaled that they specifically studied child pornography or child abuse
material, child exploitation material, bullying, harassment, and extortion,
as represented in Group D:
Group

D

= (“Pornography/porn/pornographic”= 𝐷 ) ±(“Child
abuse material/CAM” = 𝐷 ) ±(“Child exploitation
material”=𝐷 ) ±(”Bulling”= 𝐷 )±(”Harassment”= 𝐷 )±
(”Extortion” =𝐷 )→ Group D( )±( )±( )±( )±( )±( )
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At the same time, while I included works referring to such side
phenomena as part of, or resulting from, the cyber-grooming process, I
did not exclude papers whose title and abstract contained words from
Group D in relation to cyber grooming/solicitation or papers, which
following further content analysis, signaled the inclusion of Group D as a
result of the grooming process.
6. Data extraction
The initial broad scan produced 96,686 papers. Applying steps 4 and 5
above resulted in 135 studies that were viable for data extraction based on
the purpose of the review. In light of this, the exploratory mandate was to
evaluate:
a. how many papers considered any “cyber” unit of
analysis/constructs to be related to cyber grooming;
b. the theoretical approach of each paper (testing, building,
referencing, or not using theories for cyber grooming);
c. the type of contribution of the paper (offender-based vs. victimbased);
d. enactment-based (i.e., how cyber grooming is performed), for
example, process/stage models; and finally,
e. whether the papers were empirical or conceptual.
I used a qualitative approach to assess the data extraction (see Denyer &
Tranfield, 2006), using a reference management software3 (see Bandara et
al., 2011). For the Internet and empirical/conceptual category, I used
binary coding (e.g., a paper either considers or does not consider Internet
constructs, or the paper is either empirical or conceptual, etc.). For the
theoretical assessment, I used four exclusive codes (a paper tests, builds,
references, or does not use any theories of cyber grooming). To assess a
paper’s contribution, I used an inclusive tagging system for motivation,
enactment of CGOC, and offender- and victim-based studies. These
categories are not mutually exclusive by design, as I sought to incorporate
papers with multiple, overlapping contributions.
7. Synthesis and descriptive overview of studies
The previously laid-out scheme was used to develop categories
representing the occurrence of papers in the database by code (as
presented in Appendix 1), whose results are presented in Figure 1 below.
First, in studying cyber grooming, a majority of the papers (n = 117) did
not include Internet-specific attributes in their unit of analysis or
conceptual constructs. Only 18 papers considered some aspect or attribute
of the Internet. This provided the first indication of the need for a
cyberspace-relevant conceptualization and model building. Second, most
of the papers did not employ a specific theoretical lens (n = 80). Those that
did reference more than one theory to support or build their argument (n
3
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= 33) indicated that theory formulation was, at best, a secondary
consideration; 14 papers engaged in theory building, while 8 carried out
theory testing. Third, most of the papers concentrated on causation
relating to CGOC (n = 61). Of those, 46 studies concentrated on offender
motivation and 19 on victim vulnerabilities. Fourth, papers tackling the
enactment of child grooming (n = 50) largely focused on how offenders
perform abuse (n = 43), while a small portion considered victim responses
without consideration of the offender (n = 15). A majority of the papers
were empirical (n = 86), while the rest were conceptual (n = 49).

Figure 1:

Systematic literature review: Synthesis of studies

8. Empirical review: Gap identification and model formulation
Once the database of papers was established and coded, the resulting
papers were assessed for weaknesses or lacunae in the current state of
research on CGOC as a phenomenon driven by the Internet environment.
This is in keeping Epstein’s (2006, 2008; Epstein & Axtell, 1996) generative
approach mentioned previously. Identifying gaps through this process is
inductive because it surveys the extant knowledge regarding a
phenomenon without postulating or predicting specific a priori
relationships between concepts that may underlie it. The relationships are
gleaned from the analysis.
The overarching finding was that no empirical paper adequately
incorporated the role of internet-specific behaviors connecting offender
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motivation and victim vulnerability during the cyber-grooming process.
Further, the extant theorizing about the etiology of CGOC is over-reliant
on traditional models of criminality, and it does not incorporate the
Internet or online environments as a contextualizing or casual element.
Research on CGOC tends to focus on identifying “groomers” as a distinct
group and fails to integrate many of the online situational dynamics of
their behavior, which is important for prediction and prevention. It also
fails to incorporate the victim’s input or process into the CGOC models.
Assuming that child grooming does not operate online in the same way
that it does in the physical world, this represents a major weakness in our
understanding of CGOC. The synthesis of the studies revealed four major
gap categories: lack of cyber specificity; overreliance on traditional
theories of crime; overreliance on static models of behavior; and
inadequate process modeling.
In the next section, I follow Webster and Watson’s (2002) approach to theory
appraisal of a literature analysis, assessing each gap by “highlighting the
discrepancy between what we know and what we need to know” (p. 19). I then
suggest the conceptual model as “an alert to other scholars as opportunities for
key contributions” (p. 19).

2.1 Lack of cyber specificity
The cyber environment is stripped of many of the physical-world features to
which humans anchor in deciding how to think and behave. Interacting with
others online may take place without having to consider physical appearance,
knock on doors, physical closeness, maintaining eye contact, or attenuating one’s
voice, among other examples. These kinds of mundane precursors to social
interaction can be critical to proper social functioning in the physical world. Their
absence online can lead to errors in social information processing and aberrant
behavior. Consequently, technology-enabled environments can alter decisionmaking behavior and human perception (see Gutzwiller et al., 2016; Wallace,
2015). For example, online chat forums create artificially anonymous social
settings, which have been found to increase stereotyping (Fox, et al., 2015; Ivory
et al., 2014), racism (Keum & Miller, 2018; Ronkin & Karn, 1999; Steinfeldt et al.,
2010), and aggression (see Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2012; Moore, et al., 2012;
Zimmerman & Ybarra, 2016). In addition, a great many social communication
platforms govern human interactions through algorithms and machine-learning
processes that privilege efficiency over social comportment.
Suler (2004) introduced the Internet disinhibition effect, which states that
the interaction of six Internet attributes encourages users to behave differently in
the online world than they do in the “real” (i.e., “offline”) world. These are
dissociative anonymity (the ability for the user to “play” with identity), invisibility
(the ability to visit “places” or do things without facing social judgement or
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control), asynchronicity (the ability to avoid immediate reaction), solipsistic
introjection (which occurs when individuals project/imagine a voice or image
onto another person with whom they are interacting), dissociative imagination (the
state of mind wherein users view their online presence as detached from real life),
and the minimization of status and authority (feeling at ease about expressing
behaviors that they would not express in the physical world, perhaps due to
mechanisms of social and law enforcement control). According to Suler (2004),
“The disinhibition effect can then be understood as the person shifting,
while online, to an intrapsychic constellation that may be, in varying
degrees, dissociated from the in-person constellation, with inhibiting guilt,
anxiety, and related effects as features of the in-person self but not as part
of that online self.” (Suler, 2004, p. 325)
Moreover, there is a dearth of CGOC-related research that measures or
includes cyber-specific causal or conditioning variables—attributes or
characteristics that could potentially impact the behavior of offenders and
victims. Cyber-specific variables can be seen as predictors and descriptors of
human behavior, which incorporate or rely on the unique nature of online
environments to have their effect on perception and behavior, particularly when
they are seen to influence and alter the foundations of human interaction. More
than 85% of the studies in the review herein included no cyber-specific measures
or concepts. For the remainder, their inclusion of online/cyber/Internet-based
variables was limited. For example, Kerstens and Stol (2014) incorporated a
measurement of online disinhibition using a short 7-item scale for children, based
on Suler (2004) and Schouten, Valkenburg, and Peter (2007). The scale was
designed to assess the extent to which children received online sexual requests
and produced CAM. Quayle et al. (2014) catalogued Internet-specific use by
offenders seeking sexual interactions with children. They found that groomers
employed characteristics of online environments and social platforms to create
private and safe spaces (for themselves) within which to offend, e.g., encrypted
private chat rooms and the like. Their grounded approach identified patterns in
offenders’ interviews that revealed how they chose technologies, changed
identities, selected targets, used images, and practiced Internet-specific social
engineering techniques to victimize children.
Internet use has been pathologized in the psychological and psychiatric
literature (for work on Internet addiction or pathological Internet use, see, e.g.,
Shapira et al., 2000; Young, 1998). For example, in the same way one can become
physically dependent to alcohol or drugs, Internet users can experience intense
preoccupation with using the Internet (dependence on time spent online,
checking social media, Internet shopping, among other examples) (Chou et al.,
2005; Treurer, Fabian, & Furedi, 2001; Yellowlees & Marks, 2007; Young, 1998).
Diagnostic criteria for identifying such disorders incorporate technology-specific
characteristics of cyberspace, online social platforms, and Internet
communication modes (for a discussion of the criteria included in diagnoses, see
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Beard, 2005; for a recent assessment of diagnostic criteria, see Poli, 2017). The
literature analysis revealed that this approach has been applied in limited fashion
to assess the specific role of online technology on CGOC offending and
victimization. The integration of cyber-specific constructs makes sense, as
Internet addiction disorders have been found to evidence high comorbidity with
other mental disorders (e.g., depression, social anxiety disorders, impulse control
disorders; see Hawi, 2012) that are themselves directly or indirectly related to
pedophilia and CGOC (see also Block, 2008; Elliott, 2016; Wachs et al., 2018). Two
papers integrated diagnostic categories related to Internet pathologies into their
offender interviews. Quayle and Taylor (2003) developed the model of
problematic Internet use for people with a sexual interest in children, which
included such Internet-dependent concepts as online anonymity and
disinhibition, accessibility of fantasy content, Internet influences on cognitive
functioning, and problematic interactions between child-based attraction and
Internet use (see also, Quayle, Holland, & Linehan 2000).
The above-mentioned papers that integrated internet-specific attributes
represent preliminary but rudimentary attempts at formulating a more
systematic integration of cyber variables into research on CGOC—moving
toward the development of models of cyber-influenced cognition and behavior..
Such papers were in the minority and did not fully or systematically develop and
integrate cyber factors as a key goal of research, thus affirming the existence of a
gap. This also speaks to the difficulty involved in conceptualizing a general,
unified model or idea of how we should measure cyber characteristics and
constructs in such phenomena. Properly typologizing and standardizing such
concepts would lay the groundwork for the future development of cyber-specific
theories of CGOC and other types of online offending.

2.2 Overreliance on traditional theoretical formulations
The majority of work on CGOC does not reference theory at all. The studies that
do rely heavily on established criminological, psychological, and social theories
of crime. Of the papers included in the literature analysis, 40% referenced a
theoretical explanation of the phenomenon. Most often, this included theories
borrowed from other disciplines, which were originally formulated for other
forms of crime in the physical world.
The most prevalent theoretical approaches (in order of most common
usage) include:
Routine activities theory (RAT), a situational crime prevention theory by
Cohen and Felson (1979), cited in Agustina (2015), Cohen-Almagor
(2013), Durkin (2009), Hillman et al. (2014), Marcum et al. (2010),
Mitchell et al. (2007), Navarro and Jasinski (2015), Quayle and Taylor
(2003), and Wells and Mitchell (2008).
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Pathways model of child sexual abuse, a psychological pathways model by
Ward and Siegert (2002), cited in Craven, Brown, and Gilchrist
(2006), McManus et al. (2016), Wall, Pearce, and McGuire (2011),
Winder and Gough (2010), Surjadi et al. (2010), Palasinski (2012),
Kloess, Beech, and Harkins (2014), and Middleton et al. (2007);
Theory of luring communication, or communicative entrapment theory, by
Olson et al. (2007), cited in Whittle et al. (2013), Miah et al (2015),
McManus et al. (2016), Cano, Fernandez, and Alani (2014),
Vartapetiance and Gillam (2014), McGhee et al. (2011), and
Michalopoulos, Mavridis, and Jankovic (2014).
The extent to which such theories—developed for “traditional” crime
occurring in the physical world—can provide accurate explanations of emerging
offenses unencumbered by the limitations of physical space, such as cyber
grooming, is open to question. To illustrate this, I cite the example of RAT, which
was first developed in the 1970s to explain robberies and is the crime theory most
commonly applied to cyber grooming. According to RAT, for a crime to occur,
three conditions must converge in time and space: 1) the presence of a suitable
target; 2) the presence of a motivated offender; and 3) the lack of a capable
guardian to prevent the crime. These assumptions have been modified in an
attempt to accommodate the cyber-grooming phenomenon. For example, in the
literature reviewed, researchers extended or adapted the assumptions of RAT to
the online context. One study measured the degree of exposure to motivated
offenders, using the number of hours the victim spent online (Marcum et al.,
2010). Likewise, a victim’s suitability as a target was measured by how much
personal information he or she had disclosed online. Guardianship, or the lack
thereof, was measured by the use or non-use of protective software.
Now, consider a situation in which an 11-year-old child is using
Chatroulette, an online chat website that pairs random users for webcam-based
conversations, and is subjected to indecent exposure on the webcam stream of a
50-year old located on the other side of the world. Later, the same predator
initiates a chat conversation and manipulates the child into further webcam
abuse, obtaining naked selfies/videos that are then used to extort the child. It
becomes much more difficult to fit this scenario into assumptions tied to
physicality. To illustrate, let us apply RAT.
There are obvious ways in which the theory’s applicability to cyber
grooming and other forms of online abuse fall far short of the predictive and
descriptive value it evidences for real-world crime. These mainly have to do with
the fact that the theory was developed in an era in which online, anonymous, and
technologically-enhanced offending were not possible. For example, definitions
of what constitute adequate guardianship may have to be expanded to the point
where the definition of the term loses its meaning and, therefore, its value as a
variable of causality within the RAT model. Would an automated child
protective software be considered guardianship? What about the physical
presence of parents in the home; witnesses to publicly broadcasted abuse? Do
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chat platforms differ from video-based ones in terms of which forms of
guardianship may be helpful in different types of online abuse? How does one
compare the relative value and impact of these and other potential forms of
guardianship?
Though RAT treats both demographic characteristics and motivations as
static predictors in its original “motivated offender” assumption, there is
evidence that the demographic characteristics and motivations of online
offenders vary significantly from those of traditional offenders (Hui et al. 2015;
Marcum, 2007; Quayle et al. 2014).
In addition, the lack of specificity afforded definitions of cyber presence and
existence undercuts the “suitable target” assumption by failing to define what
“being present” in an online environment actually means. Would presence be
defined as showing an online status using the social network’s symbols; chat
interaction with another user (without being present except as an observer of
content); or simply having a personal profile in the “geographical locale,” which
in this case is a social network? Furthermore, would the temporal regularity of
being present “only once” or more than once be measured by how many times
the potential victim has indicated online activity (including a symbol, interaction
activity, or posting activity), or would it mean regularity of using the social
network in general (including intervals of logging into the platform)?
A further serious question is whether an online chat room or social network
could be considered a crime scene. Yar (2005) argued that routine activities create
opportunities for successful predation, that these activities always occur in a
particular location and at a particular time, and that the application of RAT to
cyber predation is, therefore, questionable because of the fluid spatio-temporal
ontology of cyberspace compared to the physical world. Considering that RAT’s
“capable guardianship” is not strongly related to preventing risk-taking behavior
among youth (Marcum et al., 2010), all three of the theory’s propositions seem
ill-suited to describing or predicting the etiology or accomplishment of online
offending. As no structure and classifications exist for transferring RAT to the
Cyber World, while accounting for the altered psychological and social variables
in cyberspace, it appears to offer no accurate explanation and understanding of
the phenomenon.
The criminological variables inherent in many of the theories applied to
online offending are valuable in and of themselves, but as argued above, they
lack the conceptual specificity required to make accurate predictions of behavior
within the context of online environments. The imperative, therefore, should be
to first evaluate a given theory for its appropriateness to describe a particular
type of cybercriminal phenomenon and, then, determine whether it can be
applied on its own merits, needs to be adapted, should it be rejected, or whether
a new theoretical formulation specifically designed for cyber environments
should be developed. It is likely that the behavioral variables in traditional
theories that serve to explain the outcome of the phenomenon would not be as
effective if the Internet was factored into the abuse process.
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Similarly, as demographic characteristics commonly associated with
offending in the physical world cannot be accounted for in the online world,
psychological mechanisms that lead to sexual abuse or deviancy in the physical
world cannot be expected to operate in the same way in the online world. In
Ward and Seigert’s (2002) pathways model of child sexual abuse as a
psychological theory of sexual offending, four propositions were advanced in
response to sexual offences: (1) intimacy and social skill deficits; (2) distorted
sexual scripts; (3) emotional dysregulation; and (4) anti-social cognitions, each of
which comprises a single pathway and distinct etiology. This theory was
developed to explain child sexual abuse in the physical world, without taking
into account the possible alteration of social and psychological variables brought
by the Internet. Moreover, the theory did not consider the differences in the
manner in which risk-taking and youth deviance would be expressed in the
online world. In an investigation of the extent to which Ward and Siegert’s model
applies to online sexual offending, Middleton et al. (2007) found that almost half
of their sample could not be related to the propositions of the model. In addition,
Craven et al. (2006), in their review of the online grooming literature, considered
Ward and Siegert’s pathways model, together with three other psychological
models on child sexual abuse developed for the physical world: Marshall and
Barbaree’s integrated theory, Hall and Hirschman’s quadripartite model, and
Finkelhor’s pre-condition model. They argued that Ward and Siegert’s pathways
model concentrates more on the opportunity to offend, recognizing cyber
grooming as actually creating an opportunity to offend. Moreover, they added
that it would be inconclusive to integrate online child sexual abuse in these
models, since the knowledge base on child sexual abuse 10 years ago would not
apply to our understanding of child sexual abuse in the online world today.
Luring communication theory (Olson et al., 2007) captures the
communicative process of entrapping the child in a sexual abuse setting, i.e., how
the perpetrator lures the victim into this setting. The authors of the reviewed
papers of the SLRA referenced this theory in the theoretical background of the
grooming phenomenon. This theory has four propositions: (1) The luring process
begins with gaining access to the victim; (2) the core of the phenomenon is the
offender cultivating deceptive trust development; (3) deceptive trust
development that leads to a cycle of entrapment as a process within (constituted
by grooming, isolation and approach); and (4) communicative responses to
sexual acts (the offender mitigating the response to the sexual act from the victim,
e.g., persuading on the basis of secrecy).
While I would agree with their definition of grooming as “the subtle
communication strategies that child sexual abusers use to prepare their potential
victims to accept the sexual contact” (Olson et al., 2007, p. 241) and concur that
deceptive trust development is a major characteristic of the grooming process, I
also believe that this model has one core weakness. The data the authors used in
building this model consisted of material on sexual abuse and pedophilia from
the physical world, and online contextual environments were omitted. For
example, by posing a “gaining access” proposition as the offender’s active effort
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toward beginning the cycle of entrapment, the model does not take into account
the risk-taking and vulnerable behavior of the victim. Online victims often
initiate the contact themselves (McGhee et al., 2011). In communicative theories
of entrapment in physical settings, there is a gap in the explanation and
prevention of the grooming phenomenon in terms of capturing the online context
of the communication and its implications (McGhee et al., 2011).

2.3 Overreliance on static models of behavior
There is a heavy emphasis in CGOC research on identifying the motivations for
engaging in grooming. This is an important issue (see, e.g., Birbeck & Lefree,
1993; Wikström, 2011), but most of this work is focused on identifying
straightforward relationships between “static” personality characteristics and
cyber grooming, resembling approaches more commonly found in clinical,
behavioral, and personality psychology (see Allan et al., 2007; Hanson, 2009). The
studies included in the SLRA primarily measured the relationship between
individual differences and psychopathies—which are assumed to filter attitudes,
beliefs, and perceptions in ways that motivate deviance—and cyber grooming.
This dispositional orientation toward human behavior is referenced in an
abovementioned work on the integration of cyber concepts into
psychopathologies related to cyber grooming. Here, its role is more
straightforward and, in the studies featured in the SLRA, seems to be focused on
identifying those individuals in the population who are more likely than others
to engage in CGOC.
The health psychology literature refers to these approaches as continuum
models (Schwarzer, 2008; Weinstein et al., 1998) or non-stage theories (Velicer &
Prochaska, 2008). Diagnosis of a disorder or condition is binary (e.g., one is either
diagnosed as pedophilic or not) and thus “static.” There is variation in terms of
the degree to which the individual manifests the characteristics, symptoms, or
diagnostics criteria associated with the diagnosis. Those who “score” higher on
personality measures, or projective tests focused on a given trait or psychological
profile, are subsequently assumed to be at greater risk of engaging in a related
deviant behavior.
Forty-seven percent of the papers in the literature review focused on the
motivation to engage in CGOC by referencing such dispositional models of
human behavior that assume fixed rather than dynamic relationships between
independent variables (e.g., personality constructs, individual differences,
background characteristics) and cyber grooming (i.e., the dependent variable).
The most common static explanations or predictors, modeled as independent
variables, included the offender’s characteristics, such as demographic (Aslan &
Edelmann, 2014; Navarro & Jasinski, 2015), the psychological profiles of Internet
offenders in general (Bates & Metcalf, 2007; Davidson & Gottschalk, 2011; Elliott
et al., 2009), emotional avoidance (Wall et al., 2011), pedophilia (Durkin & Bryant,
1999; Holt et al., 2010; Howitt & Sheldon, 2007; Malesky & Ennis, 2004), cognitive
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distortions (DeLong et al., 2010; Howitt & Sheldon, 2007; Hundersmarck, 2007;
Whittle et al., 2013), and/or the psychological characteristics underpinning
victim-related risk factors and vulnerabilities (Hof, 2011; Marcum et al., 2010;
Mitchell et al., 2007; Wells & Mitchell, 2014; Whittle et al., 2013).
Identifying the profiles of offenders who are likely to engage in CGOC is
worthy of study and may help in identifying at-risk populations for the purpose
of prevention; there is also a body of work beyond CGOC that demonstrates this
(see, e.g., Grann et al., 1999; Lösel, 1998; Roque et al., 2012). However, such static
factors also have serious limitations. First, they are essentially organismic
variables and, thus, are difficult to implicate in causal analysis (see Baron &
Kenney, 1986; Lynd-Stevenson, 2007; Vale, 1969). Second, this means that these
models cannot account for changes in the relationship between the variables and
the cyber-grooming process. A simple example would be that online child abuse,
modeled as the dependent variable, is caused by pedophilia, modeled as the
independent variable. Such an explanation cannot account for situations in which
the offender does not meet the criteria of pedophilia, as in the case of an offender
who commits cyber grooming for the purpose of profit-orientated extortion (see
Açar, 2016) or who is led to believe by the victim’s virtual identity that he or she
is not prepubescent. Additionally, explanations based on such continuum
models do not support the opportunity to explore how independent factors and
their relationships with cyber grooming might be changing dynamically via
rapidly changing Internet interaction.

2.4 Inadequate process modelling
The final identified gap focuses on explanations employing stage or process
models of CGOC, neither of which includes the victim’s input within the process
progression of the offender. Of the authors included in the literature review, 37%
used process modelling. These studies either described how the act was
committed in terms of steps (e.g., Barber & Bettez, 2014; Black et al., 2014; Hui et
al., 2015; Kloess et al., 2014, 2015; Miah et al., 2014; Michalopoulos et al., 2014;
O’Connell, 2003; Pranoto et al., 2015) or described the act using process models
(e.g., Elliott, 2015; Kloess et al., 2014; McGhee et al., 2011; Quayle et al., 2014;
Quayle & Taylor, 2003; Whittle et al., 2014).
While stage process modelling is very useful for exploring the nature of
offenses that take place as discrete episodes (i.e., robbery, burglary, and other
forms of one-on-one victimization), it is ill-suited for offenses such as CGOC,
which take place over time and may involve multiple encounters and exchanges
between offenders and victims. CGOC is similar to confidence- and deceit-based
offenses, such as financial scamming or embezzlement, in that, it unfolds in a
dynamic fashion according to the interplay between the offender (groomer) and
the target (a child). Although the constituent behaviors and events transpiring
during the offense are consistent, the exact progression of a grooming incident
may vary significantly from offense to offense. Consequently, developing
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predictive models or theories based on rigid processual typologies is likely to
restrict the explanatory power of subsequent theories.
In addition, the usefulness of a stage model depends on how well the actual
interactional paths of the victim and offender match the model stages. None of
the models considered the influence of the victim’s responses to grooming in
varying the behavior of the offender. Even if offenders follow a consistent
procedural script, it is difficult to imagine that they do not deviate from or adjust
said scripts in response to how victims respond to them. Consequently, it is
important to understand not only the individual behaviors of the offender and
victim but also the interactional variables and to identify the risk and protective
factors in CGOC.
The three most-cited models subscribing to this orientation are O’Connell’s
(2003) stage model of the steps an offender takes in online abuse, Quayle and
Taylor’s (2003) process model of problematic Internet use by people who have a
sexual interest in children, and Quayle et al.’s (2014) process model of the ways
in which an offender acquires the computer skills needed to offend.
Most stage models assume fixed relationships among their stages. For
example, O’Connell’s model (2003) suggests seven fixed steps that offenders take
in perpetrating online abuse: (1) forming a friendship, (2) forming a relationship,
(3) assessing risk, (4) exclusivity, (5) sexual abuse, (6) fantasy re-enactment, and
(7) damage limitation. This is one of the first models to describe cyber grooming,
and 45 of the 135 papers included in the literature review mentioned this model.
For instance, Gupta et al. (2012) used this model to identify behavioral and
linguistic patterns among pedophiles in chat conversations, and Black et al.
(2014) used it in their linguistic analysis of grooming strategies. However, it has
been proposed that offenders and victims tend to shift or skip stages (Elliott, 2015;
Williams et al., 2013) or may use two stages simultaneously.4 For example, in
many instances, the offender does not progress gradually through bonding
techniques toward online sexual abuse, as proposed by O’Connell, but might
initiate a sexual conversation during the first few minutes of the conversation,
expressing love and compliments later, usually after a few days of conversation.
Common explanations for this are the anonymity, or at least the flexibility, of
virtual identities and the Internet’s lack of legal and social controls.
Likewise, Quayle and Taylor’s (2003) process model on problematic
Internet use fails to consider how the victim’s input into the process might
influence the offender’s process. In addition, this model was created on the basis
of data on offenders who downloaded child pornography, not those who
performed cyber grooming. The skill-acquisition process model by Quayle et al.
(2014) fails to consider the victim’s input into the process, and its data sample
4 Elliott (2015) suggested an integrated model based on O’Connell’s model, in which he
attempted to explain stage shifting by proposing a self-regulatory feedback loop in his
offender’s process model. This model does have limitations, the main one being that it
focuses only on the process of gaining the compliance of another to achieve illicit goals,
including cyber grooming, as a preparatory action. Elliott’s model does not specify whether
the mechanisms that it suggests for gaining compliance are exclusive to online
communication, nor does it consider the victim’s input.
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was based on offenders’ self-reporting. Although the interview questions were
designed to assess the Internet’s role, the model’s stages did not introduce
characteristics of the Internet as such. Instead, its stages simply abstracted the
offenders’ self-reported Internet behavior, and the model did not identify which
of the Internet’s roles triggers which of the model’s stages.
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3 A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR THE CYBER
GROOMING OF CHILDREN
Based on the gaps and weaknesses deriving from the SLRA, existing work on
CGOC is overreliant on traditional crime theories while failing to account for the
unique effects of the Internet as a causal factor connecting offender motivation
and victim vulnerability in cyber grooming. Moreover, there is an overemphasis
on static dispositional factors and process-oriented factors in predicting CGOC.
In the next section, I present the conceptual model appraisal as a response to the
major shortcomings identified in the extant literature on cyber grooming.

3.1 Responding to the lack of cyber specificity
To address this gap, future research should incorporate and measure cyberspecific variables that implicate separate online-specific behaviors within the
cyber-grooming process. In the context of cyber grooming, research has thus far
viewed the Internet as a tool or platform for the perpetration of abuse that is no
different from that encountered in the physical world. GA suggests that we
should acknowledge and measure how cyber- or online-specific factors uniquely
influence offending (in most cases, as a mediator or moderator of the relationship
between motivation, opportunity, and offending). For example, cyber-enabled
anonymity may trigger someone who would not have committed a crime in the
physical world to do so online. Further, the lack of legal enforcement and social
control on the Internet make it easier to commit crimes there than in the physical
world. At the same time, we do not know the specific manner in which Internet
contexts affect grooming strategies and offending behaviors or how they
condition the vulnerability of victims. For example, anonymity can be achieved
in a variety of ways (e.g., false identities, multiple profiles, voice or image
distortion technologies, use of incognito tabs in communication or browser
software, etc.). Each of these techniques may have unique effects on potential
victims based on their age, gender, experience with the Internet, or situational
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emotional status, beyond the collective observation, with the Internet being used
as a tool to perform CGOC.
I propose incorporating and measuring cyber-specific variables that
implicate separate online-specific behaviors in the cyber-grooming process based
on online disinhibition. The literature conceptualizes Internet behavioral
dissonance as online disinhibition, the primary conceptualizations of which
acknowledge positive and negative, or benign and toxic, online disinhibition
(Joinson, 2007; Suler, 2004). Suler (2004) introduced the internet disinhibition
effect, which states that six Internet attributes enable users to behave differently
in the online world and may even trigger the “hidden offender.” Jaishankar
(2008), who also argued that people behave differently in different spaces,
proposed space transition theory, in which “Identity flexibility, dissociative
anonymity, and lack of deterrence in cyberspace provide offenders choice to
commit cybercrime” (p. 2). In addition, regarding online sexual offenses, Coopers
(1998) characterized the Internet as a “triple A engine” (anonymity, affordability,
accessibility) that drives online sexuality. These early conceptualizations set the
standard for what is thought to trigger alterations in online behavior, yet none of
them specified the relationship between their constructs and outcomes, in this
case, cyber grooming. We do not know how the offender and victim use each of
these Internet attributes in the grooming process. This arguably prevents us from
providing an explanation of how these Internet characteristics can actually
indicate criminal behavior, something that could potentially provide great
insight into preventing this type of crime.

3.2 Responding to the overreliance on traditional theoretical
formulations
Second, incorporating such cyber affordances as, perhaps, primary causal factors
within the phenomenon of analysis could help in addressing the theoretical gaps
in the literature analysis, specifically in terms of the overreliance on traditional
theory. I maintain that cyber phenomena require new conceptualizations to
accommodate the unique nature of online environments. For this purpose, cyberspecific variables ought to be situated within the cyber-grooming process as a
form of conceptual specificity that is required to make predictions of behavior
within the context of online environments. Such an approach does not abandon
the traditional approaches to crime prevention, the study of cybercriminal and
deviant behavior, or the psychological background of the phenomenon of
interest. On the contrary, it creates a new instrument for studying the
phenomenon, equipped to sustain the “foreign air pressure” (i.e., the cyber
environment) and adds a “three-dimensional” view in explorations of known
phenomena (adding the cyber dimension within the existing theoretical and
modelling concepts of sexual predation of children). Research can then dissect
any other existing or future cyber phenomenon in their natural environment.
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3.3 Responding to the overreliance on static models and
inadequate process modelling
Third, to address the CGOC-related modelling gaps, I suggest the measurement
of cyber-specific variables, as they are interactively used by both the offender and
victim during the cyber-grooming process. Such an exploration will offer
potential for a dynamic spatio-temporal organization, as well as solutions to
mapping a phenomenon characterized by interactive components, and will help
overcome issues of static-dispositional and fixed-relationship situational factors.
The reasoning is that we could fit the explanation of how a car works into a stage
model, but the spatio-temporal organization of that stage model would not
identify the interaction among all the working parts that produce stage-level
observations. Exploring and mapping the use of cyber affordances during the
offender’s and victim’s paths in the grooming process (expressed in the theme of
abuse as the resultant behavior) shall provide valuable and much more detailed
insight into the phenomenon.

3.4 A cyber affordance model of cyber grooming
The concept of affordances was first introduced by Gibson (1977) as information
available in the environment, seen or unseen, that communicates different
possibilities of action. The concept has been receiving attention from IS scholars
in exploring technology as an enabler of different behaviors (Bernhard, Recker,
& Burton-Jones, 2013; Leonardi, 2013; Majchrzak & Markus, 2012; Markus &
Silver, 2008; Pozzi, Pigni, & Vitari, 2014; Seidel et al., 2013; Volkoff & Strong, 2013;
Yoo et al., 2012; Zammuto et al., 2007). Thus, within the IS discipline, this concept
is used primarily for explaining the use of IT in organizations and organizational
change (Pozzi et al., 2014).
In an attempt to open up the black box and show the inner workings of an
internal phenomenon (Hedström & Ylikoski, 2010), I conceptualize cyberexclusive variables as “cyber affordances” that pose as variables measuring the
interaction between the offender and victim (Figure 2).
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Figure 2:

Cyber affordance model of cyber grooming

Table 1:

Cyber Affordances as Conceptual Variables

Cyber affordance

Conceptual variable description

Cyber identity

Expressing and discussing identity-related parameters, such as
name, age, gender, and location

Cyber presence

Online manifestation of identity-related parameters, such as photo,
video, voice

Cyber time

Online status and asynchronized online presence

Cyber fantasy

Abstract image construction (imaginative state) achieved through
online text exchange

Cyber
synchronization

Towards achieving stability and assessing the potential of
practicing imaginative states (leveling of the minds of the actors in
the communication)

Cyber control

Evaluating the risks of the established relationship or exchanged
communication in regard to law enforcement or social control, risk
awareness, and trust control
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Cyber affordances are based on Suler’s (2004) online disinhibition affect.
Suler (2004) advanced the six Internet attributes with a high level of abstraction
and as a philosophical argument. Raising these attributes to the level of
conceptual variables to be measured in chats is an attempt at discovering
behavioral linkages between the silent possibilities of actions that cyber
environments may communicate to their users in the case of CGOC (Table 1). I
now discuss these cyber affordances in detail.
Cyber identity refers to how actors in an interactive chat would express
actions fomented by the anonymity allowed in cyberspace. This is not to assess
whether or not the actors are misrepresenting or untruthful. The actors in many
online communications, including cyber grooming, cannot be sure of the veracity
of the identifying parameters provided because online communication facilitates
deception. This conceptual variable identifies the way in which actors might
misrepresent themselves by using various identifying parameters in interactions
with others.
Cyber presence refers to the premise of most people that, online, we are
invisible. In the physical world, one could not walk into a room with three people
without making our presence at least noticed. Online, one could be browsing
Facebook without the knowledge of others, or one could follow a group-chat
interaction without the chat-group participants’ awareness. Users are allowed to
do this by simply choosing not to reply to a message, manually modifying the
social network symbol to “hide,” or not providing information regarding
availability. In the physical world, people would also notice what you wear, how
you wear your hair, or even your mood or intentions by only being present in a
certain locale. Online, you build this presence by uploading photos, videos,
creating Instagram feeds, subscribing to interest groups, and so on. This cyber
presence, as conceptualized in this work, is a variable that would capture the way
in which chat participants form their presence.
Cyber time refers to the possibility of asynchronous communication in the
chat. It concerns whether actors manifest or respond to time-binding matters
within the chat and in which form. In the physical world, or in face-to-face
communication, it is difficult to mask one’s availability, or delay a response, due
to the physical proximity of the communicator. Online users, however, can
purposely delay a response to a message or even manipulate the time frame
within which they respond. Today, we can schedule the sending of emails or
even manipulate when we have “seen” the message through the “seen” time
stamp. Thus, users appear to be able to create their own time dimension,
detached from the physical world. This variable can manifest itself within online
chat communication by assessing or acquiring information regarding the next
time a designated actor would be online. It may also present itself as whether the
actors identify their unavailability (e.g., “I am away from keyboard”) or whether
they react to a significant time delay between responses, and in which form.
Future research may even employ the “seen” time stamp to assess certain
behavioral outcomes.
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Cyber fantasy builds on dissociative imagination. It captures the notion of
self-detachment from the physical world, as expressed by the actors in an online
exchange. Online, people can feel uninhibited about expressing fantasies that
they would not normally express, especially in the physical world. This can be
done by identifying abstract imaginative states within the messages exchanged
in the chat. For example, actors describing their everyday lives, their physical or
personal characteristics, or perhaps making up scenarios of what could happen
in the future can all be considered imaginative states. Again, it is not the variable
mandate to capture whether these abstract images are true or false or whether
they are grounded in the actual physical life of the actor expressing them. Such
information can also be easily misrepresented and extremely difficult to assess
when studying online communication. However, cyber fantasy captures how the
actors take the “liberty” to practice the textual expression of imaginative states,
which could also open up the possibility to further explore whether such
imaginative states affect subsequent behaviors.
Cyber synchronization embodies solipsistic introjection or the merging of
minds between two users in online communication. In the physical world, or in
face-to-face communication, it is much more viable to assess whether a message
communicated in real time has a positive, negative, or perhaps ironic or threating
tone. We can achieve this by interpreting facial expressions, social cues, body
language, etc., which inform our judgment of how to react. Online, many
messages are not accompanied by such cues. We often find ourselves doubting
or re-reading an email, trying to determine or even imagine the tone of what the
sender has said. Suler (2004) described this as “a voice within one’s head, as if
that person’s psychological presence and influence have been assimilated or
interjected into one’s psyche” (p. 323). If the doubt persists, we then, perhaps,
either ask for clarification for a certain aspect of the email text or, alternately,
hope for the best or dread finding out the contrary until we have met the email
sender in the real world. Although it would be almost impossible to empirically
assess whether an actor in an online chat communication projected a voice of
their communicative party in their head, it does not mean that this attribute
should be dismissed. The impulse to request clarification of a tone or the meaning
of a message can be interpreted as levelling or synchronizing the mind between
the communicative parties during the chat communication. In malicious chats,
such as cyber grooming, the tone, or these synchronizing behaviors, can also be
manipulated toward abusive goals. In turn, this variable could be manifested in
behaviors in the chat, such as asking for additional confirmation, or clarification,
maybe persuasion (as in “twisting the hand” of the actor), manipulation, or even
aggression in the responses. Future research might also perform sentiment
analyses in order to refine cyber synchronization or even study the use of emojis
in this affordance.
Lastly, cyber control relates to the minimized status and authority that online
users may experience as a product of lack of centralized formal or informal social
control over the internet (e.g., a by-stander on the street or a police car passing
by). This conceptual variable would seek to determine behaviors in the chat that
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would potentially prove minimized authority or control. One might argue that
the whole cyber-grooming chat can be proof of such minimized authority, since
grooming should be considered illegal and deviant. However, an offender might
omit to think of his contact with the victim as illegal due to somehow believing
that the victim is over 18 or, even more so, not considering the grooming act as
wrong, perhaps due to cognitive distortions. Thus, thinking of minimized
authority in such a broad sense would perhaps exclude the richness of this
attribute, which might be evident in the actual chat communication. Therefore,
this variable would assess minimized authority as “crumbs of bread” within the
chats regarding whether the actors express notions of minimized authority and
control in relation to what they are discussing. This could range from discussing
whether they are alone in the room while chatting to expressing
acknowledgment that what they are doing is wrong and being reported to the
police. I believe that the expression of these notions would be an adequate
representation of the possibility of having “no control” over the Internet.
For the purpose of the model in Figure 2, in order to characterize the
offender–victim interaction, I used an integrated knowledge of several cybergrooming process models (Barber & Bettez, 2014; Elliott, 2015; Craven et al., 2006;
O’Connell, 2003; Olson et al., 2007; Quayle et al., 2012; Webster et al., 2012;
Whittle et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2013) and define the themes as: (1) gaining
access, (2) gaining compliance, (3) sexual abuse, and (4) maintenance (Table 2).
This dissertation treats these themes as the resultant behavior of cyber
grooming because it assumes that the abuse process begins with the first and
ends with the last message in a cyber-grooming chat log and that each message
could be categorized into a certain theme according to its content and context.
Each theme composing the cyber-grooming process was formed by an abusive
or potentially abusive interaction. Thus, online communication is a two-way
street. The offender’s input messages influence the victim’s input messages, and
the offender may demonstrate one theme, while the victim demonstrates another
in response. To accommodate this, I identify two parallel, duplicate processes,
one for the offender and the other for the victim, and I suggest that the offender
and victim travel through their own separate grooming process themes while
using the cyber affordances (Figure 2). Future testing of the proposed model
structure against data on cyber grooming might reveal relationships regarding
how the cyber affordances are used during cyber-grooming behavior.
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Table 2

Offender/Victim Themes and Subthemes in the Cyber-grooming Process –
Integrated

Theme 4
Maintenance

Theme 3
Sexual abuse

Theme 2
Gaining
compliance

Theme 1
Gaining Access

Offender/Victim
Themes

Offender/Victim
Subthemes

Description

Initiating contact

Introductory messages

Assessment

Assessing the individual characteristics of the
offender; the individual characteristics of the
victim/offender regarding potentiality, while
getting to know each other; assessing the
environment (location, family, and
relationships), willingness, and availability;
sexuality assessment, assessment of sexual
experiences

Building rapport

Simulating friendship/romance, coordination,
predictability, and stability of behaviors;
mutuality—mutual attentiveness and interests;
positivity—friendliness, empathy, and warmth,
manipulation, overt manipulation, liberal
thinking, mirroring

Sexting

Exchange of text messages with sexually
explicit or sexually implicit content and/or
context

Producing,
distributing,
possessing CAM

Requests for/or creation, exchange and
distribution of child abusive material (CAM)
(exchange of images, video)

Streaming

Requests for/or webcam streaming as part of
the sexual context

Physical Abuse
Potential

Assessing the potential and possibility for a
meeting in the physical world, discussing
previous meetings in the physical world

Assessing risk

Assessing the likelihood of activities being
detected by, for example, the child’s parent(s),
guardian, older siblings, or law enforcement.

Control and
Harassment

Bribery, gifts, money, force and threats,
integrity projection, suffering, insidious
controlling, intimidation and fear, blackmail
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4 EMPIRICAL STUDY
This dissertation is an empirical study and treats the above-presented conceptual
model as a prescription for research. It aims to dissect the cyber-grooming
phenomenon in its natural environment by using chat-log transcripts of real-life
cases of cyber grooming. Its first aim is a qualitative exploration of whether, and
the extent to which, the offender and victim manifest use of conceptual cyber
affordances during the cyber-grooming process. Thus, the primary empirical
mandate of the study is to use cyber-grooming themes to explore the specific
cyber affordances being used as well as how both the actors in the chat, the victim
and offender, use these affordances vis-à-vis the themes emerging from the
cyber-grooming process. The study also uses chat-log time stamps to provide a
descriptive insight, through a spatio-temporal lens, into how cyber grooming is
committed. Ultimately, it aims to illustrate future research potential and provide
recommendations for the future prevention of online child sexual abuse.
Consequently, it answers the following research questions:
RQ1:
RQ2:
RQ3:
RQ4:

RQ5:

What form do the chat-based cyber affordances take?
How do the offender and victim utilize the cyber-grooming themes as
the chat progresses?
Which of the cyber affordances are most frequently deployed in the
chats?
To what extent are cyber synchronization, cyber fantasy, and cyber
control being used under the sexting, CAM, and physical abuse potential
themes?
What information can the cyber affordances and themes provide for
evaluating the urgency of physical abuse potential according to the time
stamp?
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4.1 Research approach
To understand the use of cyber affordances, I adopt an interpretive research
approach using qualitative hermeneutic content analysis in combination with
quantitative analysis on tabulated qualitative codes. As the literature analysis has
shown, there is an abundance of information on how specific Internet behavioral
characteristics are used during the cyber-grooming process. An interpretive
approach is desirable when a phenomenon possesses high social and contextual
complexity (Bhattacherjee, 2012), particularly social phenomena that are
composed of interactive human action, which are both context- and timedependent (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). I believe that cyber grooming is a vivid
example of such a phenomenon, where actors communicate and demonstrate
novel behavioral patterns through the Internet and chat-interactive platforms. As
such, in my empirical study, I shall engage in a “sense-making” process of
discovering these Internet-specific behavioral characteristics and how they
interact with the behavior of actors during the cyber-grooming process. Such
“sense-making” aims to build theoretical foundations for future research as well
as practical recommendations for cyber-grooming and cybercrime practitioners.

4.2 Interpretative research
Interpretative research in information systems behavior is a well-established
research approach, with leading journals publishing interpretive studies aimed
at understanding IS behavior (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al., 2014; Sarker, Xiao, &
Beaulieu, 2013; Walsham, 1995, 2006; Yoo, 2010). The interpretive perspective
attempts “(…) to understand the intersubjective meanings embedded in social
life … [and] to explain why people act the way they do” (Gibbons, 1987, p. 3,
taken from Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991).
Similar to Orlikowski (1989), I state my theoretical framework upfront in
the form of a conceptual research model that provides information about the use
of internet-specific characteristics, i.e., affordances, in order for the reader to
understand the biases or blinders I might bring to the study. The preconceptualization of the major categories, composed of “cyber affordances” and
“themes,” outlined in the previous section of my thesis will be used as an
enactment of the social reality that I am studying. With this, I adopt a strong
constructionist approach, as I believe that “there is no direct access to reality
unmediated by language and preconceptions” (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991, p.
15). In this sense, my exploration is, in fact, how this pre-conceptualization (the
cyber affordances and cyber-grooming themes) can be manifested through actual
behavior within the cyber-grooming process. Therefore, the positioning of the
conceptual model and cyber affordances is not an a priori theory to be tested, yet
a construct of disciplined imagination shall guide the interpretation of the
findings from the empirical study (see Walsham, 1995).
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4.3 Methodology
In this study, I used a combined-methods approach, the use of which is now
encouraged in IS research (see Venkatesh, Brown, & Bala, 2013; Zachariadis,
Scott, & Barrett, 2010). As interpretative research relies heavily on qualitative
research data, combining the qualitative approach with quantitative methods can
generate unique insights into complex social phenomena (Bhattacherjee, 2012).
Since chat-log data of real-life cases of cyber grooming are time stamped and
unique, I have decided to dive into an exercise of discovering the potential of
quantifying the qualitative codes deriving from the content analysis in order
increase the richness of the qualitative data and the possible practical
recommendations from the findings.
As part of the qualitative analysis, I first employed a hermeneutic content
analysis (Bhattacherjee, 2012; Elo & Kyngäs, 2008) to discover the manner in
which the pre-conceptualized cyber affordances and themes are manifested
during the cyber-grooming process. From the qualitative codes arising from the
content analysis, I then employed quantitative techniques by constructing panel
data (time-series cross-sectional data) from the codes based on their unique time
stamp in the chat log (Wang, Meister, & Gray, 2013; Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008;
Hitt, 1999). I then employed a descriptive analysis using STATA.

4.4 Data collection
Previous research on cyber grooming is heavily reliant on data gathered from
incarcerated offenders or probationers in treatment (Durkin & Bryant, 1999; see
also Babchishin et al., 2015; DeLong, Durkin, & Hundersmarck, 2010; Howitt &
Sheldon, 2007; Laulik, Allam, & Sheridan, 2007; Navarro & Jainski, 2015) or youth
who are at risk of cyber grooming (see Mitchell et al., 2004; Mitchell, Finkelhor,
& Wolak, 2007; Nielsen, Paasonen, & Spisak, 2015; Wasch, Wolf, & Pan, 2012).
This is perhaps due to the fact that gaining access to the digital interactions from
this cyber phenomenon is extremely difficult, primarily because of its criminal
nature.
Very rarely does the study of cyber grooming unearth data in the form of
chat logs of real-life abuse cases (see Eneman et al., 2010; Kloess et al., 2015;
Quayle et al., 2012). Researchers need to face legal and ethical considerations due
to data sensitivity and the confidentiality of the actors involved (one of whom is
always a minor). Most of the research deploying chat logs as digital interaction
data in cyber grooming has used chat logs from the website Perverted Justice.
This platform allows public access to chat logs of cyber grooming in which the
victim is an undercover volunteer pretending to be a child in order to attract
predators for future convictions (see Albert & Salam, 2012; Black et al., 2014;
Gupta et al., 2012; McGhee et al., 2011; Williams, Elliott, & Beech, 2013).
Limitations of research utilizing such data raise questions such as the extent to
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which the “agent provocateur” behavior of the volunteer affects the behavior of
the offender or the extent to which the natural state of the phenomenon and its
explanations are altered or impaired, given that the volunteer is an adult and not
a representative of the actual vulnerable group.
In interpretative research, social phenomena should be studied in their
natural setting (Bhattacherjee, 2012). “This implies that contextual variables
should be observed and considered in seeking explanations of a phenomenon of
interest, even though context sensitivity may limit the generalizability of
inferences” (Bhattacherjee, 2012, p. 106). In light of this principle, I aimed for data
in a form of chat-log transcripts of real-life cases of cyber grooming, since they
represent a record of the phenomenon occurring in its natural setting.
The data was obtained through the Finnish NBI between the spring of 2016
and the autumn of 2019, following security clearance for myself and both of my
supervisors (Tutkimuslupa ID-1716908).

4.5 Data set
For the purpose of this dissertation, the empirical study depicts a data set
containing fourteen cyber-grooming chat logs between one convicted offender
and his fourteen victims, who were abused between 2013 and 2014. Each chat log
represents the unique chat-interactive communication between this offender and
one victim, respectively. The data analysis was performed in the IT faculty,
University of Jyväskylä, following a security protocol arranged by the Finnish
NBI and the IT faculty. For the data analysis, the chat-log data were first
anonymized and then translated from Finnish to English with the help of a fellow
researcher from the IT faculty, who was approved by the Finnish NBI.
The offender was Finnish male, a single, unemployed Caucasian in his late
30s during the abuse period, with no higher education. The mean age of the
victims was 13.7 years in the abuse period, all of them female, Caucasian, and
Finnish. The offender met the victims over a popular social media platform in
Finland, where he procured their Skype address through the personal details
section published on their social media platform profile.5
The chat communication in the chat-log transcripts between the offender
and his victims was achieved over Skype. The mean days of active conversation
between the offender and the victims was 22.9 days. This means that the offender
and victims were in contact between 2013 and 2014 and actively chatted for
almost 23 days between the beginning and end of the contact. The mean chat-log
length was 1,052 lines, and the chat-log transcripts comprised 12,950 lines in total.

Additional information on the case in terms of offender apprehension, prosecution, and
sentencing was omitted in consultation with the Finnish NBI due to confidentiality and
preservation of anonymity.

5
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4.6 Data analysis and model operationalization
In the previous section, I presented the cyber affordance model of cyber
grooming as a novel theoretical model that embodies the cyber contextualization
of the phenomenon. I also suggested an exploration of cyber affordances as
conceptual variables that might facilitate cyber-grooming behavior in the online
environment. Here, I provide an illustration of how the conceptual model (Figure
2) is used as a construct of disciplined imagination, which will guide the
interpretation of the findings from the empirical study (see Walsham, 1995).
A content analysis of each message assigns the message to themes relating
to abuse, and a parallel analysis of the same message identifies and reveals which
cyber affordances are being used in the chat. For example, introductory messages
belong to the gaining access theme, and messages containing sexual content and
context belong to the sexual abuse theme. At the same time, a message that
mentions identity-related parameters belongs to the cyber ID theme; one that
mentions imaginative states belongs to cyber fantasy; and one that mentions
disclosure to parents belongs to cyber control.
The temporal aspect of the chat log will then enable us to follow the
dynamics of the process. In chat logs, each input, whether from the offender or
victim, has its own time stamp, signifying the exact time it was sent as the chat
progressed linearly through time. This means that by following the progression
of the time stamp after the assigned cyber characteristic and theme through the
content analysis of each message, we can observe the circulation of the use of the
cyber affordances throughout the grooming process. Let us take the following
adapted example of a grooming chat-log extract:
A. Offender says: 21:17:29: My name is Nemo, 17-year-old guy from Helsinki
B. Victim says: 21:20:50: Do you have a girlfriend?
C. Offender says: 21:30:00: You could be my girlfriend if you send me a naked
pic!
If we apply content analysis to the offender’s interaction in A above,
(“21:17:29: My name is Nemo, 17-year-old guy from Helsinki”), we can place that
message in the offender’s gaining access theme, as the offender is using a cyber
ID, including a name, age, gender, and location as the properties of that cyber ID.
The same process can be used for the victim’s responses by entering the time
stamps of the victim’s input responses (B) according to their themes and use of
cyber affordances. For example, when the victim replies to the offender’s
message with B = “21:20:50: Do you have a girlfriend?” we categorize this reply
in the gaining compliance theme. A content analysis of this message identifies
that the victim is using cyber synchronization by seeking approval from the cyber
affordances (Figure 3).
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Figure 3:

Model operationalization (example 1)

Next, when the offender replies to this victim’s message with C:“21:30:00:
You could be my girlfriend if you send me a naked pic!” the time stamp marks C
= sexual abuse theme, and C = cyber synchronization and cyber fantasy
affordances (Figure 4).
By following the time stamp progression of the interaction in the example
from Figures 3 and 4, we can identify that the use of the cyber ID by the offender
has triggered the use of cyber synchronization by the victim (A→B in Figure 5).
We can then see that the use of cyber synchronization by the victim (B) has
triggered the use of cyber fantasy and enhanced cyber synchronization in the
offender (B→C in Figure 5). With this analysis, we would also be able to further
explore which cyber characteristic appears most frequently and which is most
active during the most aggressive themes of the abuse—both of which could help
improve prevention awareness and Internet security policies.
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Figure 4:

Model operationalization (example 2)

Figure 5:

Model operationalization (example 3)
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We can also identify which of the offender-related themes triggered which
of the victim-related themes, and vice versa, and due to the time stamp of each
theme activation, it might be possible to determine the average time between
each theme activity. From the example in Figures 3 and 4, we can see that the
offender has initiated the conversation with the gaining access theme, while the
victim has replied with a message characterized by gaining compliance, which
has triggered the offender’s sexual theme message (A→B→C Figure 6). These
future explorations can provide insights into the timing of law-enforcement
intervention. With such insight, we can strive toward cyber-exclusive situational
crime prevention.
Furthermore, we could explore the developmental path of the offender or
victim, using this process for either actor, in relation to the themes as well as the
use of the cyber affordances in correlation with the themes (Figure 7). For the
example in Figures 3 and 4, we can identify that the offender jumps from the
introductory message in the gaining access theme to the sexual theme ((A→C≠B
in Figure 7). With such explorations in the future, we would be able to develop
cyber-exclusive criminal scripts aimed at cyber offender and victim profiling or
even cyber offender registers in aiding law enforcement investigations and child
welfare.

Figure 6:

Model operationalization (example 4)
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Figure 7:

Model operationalization (example 5)

4.7 The qualitative analysis
Content analysis is a research endeavor in which the researcher is used as an
instrument to interpret the subjective meaning of written, verbal, or visual
communication messages (Bhattacherjee, 2012; Cole 1988; Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). It
consists of the researcher applying one or more concepts to text segments
through a coding process, which is calibrated by the explanations that the
researcher wishes to uncover (Bhattacherjee, 2012). The coded data can then be
analyzed, often both quantitatively and qualitatively, in order “…to determine
which themes occur most frequently, in what contexts, and how they are related
to each other” (p. 116).
4.7.1

Coding procedure

The content analysis in this study employed two coding matrixes: a structured
matrix and an unconstrained matrix (see Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). The structured
matrix consisted of a priori categories (see Appendix 2) depicting the themes in
the grooming process for both the offender and victim, as they occurred in the
chat. Each message from the chat transcripts was assigned a single code, and only
aspects that fit the matrix of analysis were chosen from the data. This matrix
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helped determine the spatiality of the offender’s and victim’s behavior,
respectively, within the cyber-grooming process. Let us take another adapted
example. By following the structured matrix from Appendix 2, we have input
and output messages time sequenced and naturally occurring in this manner:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Offender says: Hello!
Victim says: Hello!
Victim says: How are you?
Offender says: I am always good when I think of your p*ssy!

Message (A) is coded with OT1 (offender introductory messages), message
(B) is coded VT1 (victim introductory messages); message (C) is coded VT3
(victim rapport building); message (D) is coded OT5 (offender sexting).
Following the principles of inductive content analysis, however, the
unconstrained matrix reveals the different categories (the sub-affordances) used
under the general category of a specific cyber affordance. Within the
unconstrained matrix, each message exchanged in the chat can contain multiple
codes. This is due to the fact that one message can represent multiple contexts or
no context at all if the message is a follow up. For example, following the
unconstrained matrix from Appendix 3, we have input and output messages that
are time sequenced and naturally occurring in this manner:
E) Offender says: I am thinking of f*cking you hard!
F) Victim says: Well I am not!
G) Offender says: Why?
Message (E) is coded with x4(1), depicting explicit fantasy, while messages
(F) and (G) read independently from message (E), as it is void of explicit fantasy
content, though not explicit fantasy context. Therefore, first, the x4(1) code
assigned to the offender’s message (E) is copied to the victims message (F), and
an additional code, dismissal x5(4), is added to victim’s message (F), depicting
the victim’s dismissal of the offender’s explicit fantasy. We know that the
dismissal relates to the explicit cyber fantasy. Next, the offender’s message (G) is
coded with x4(1), x5(4), and is assigned a new code x5(1), seeking approval. Thus,
we know that the offender’s seeking approval relates to the victim’s dismissal of
explicit fantasy. Messages with multiple contexts were coded with the same logic,
with each message then carrying a string of codes in regard to a separate
contextual belonging. With such coding, I sought to maximize the data contextual
richness, which could be lost due to the nature of chat-log data when only single
codes were used per message.
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4.8 The quantitative analysis
A quantitative analysis was used as an explanatory boost for the qualitative
codes. It was not used as a generalizable statistical report of the sampled
population. It was simply a means to better present the qualitative data from the
sampled population and to increase the explanatory power. This approach also
strove to present the potential of such insights for measuring the occurrence of
the behavior, as represented in the qualitative codes for the purpose of behavioral
profiling, and intervals of the occurring behavior for the purpose of timely law
enforcement prevention.
The qualitative content analysis was then used to construct panel data
(time-series cross-sectional data) (Duan et al., 2008; Hitt, 1999; Wang et al., 2013).
The panel data were constructed by first using the COUNTIF command in Excel
to identify and tabulate the qualitative codes as dummy variables. The time
stamps of each line in the corresponding dummy variable were then set as a time
variable. Empty observations were added for each chat to reach the maximum
line length of the longest chat (3,600 lines). In total, the data set contained 12,950
unique data points. The data were then transferred to STATA.
In addition to the descriptive analysis presented in the findings section, I
present the results of performing a regression analysis on the occurring
qualitative codes in Appendix 4. These results were omitted from the main text
of this dissertation due to the limited generalizability of the logistic regressions
and the small sample size of only 1 offender and 14 victims, who varied among
the data sample. However, they were included as auxiliary material, since the
data set comprised 12,950 data entries or chat lines with their assigned qualitative
codes in STATA. The aim was to demonstrate proof of the concept and the
potential of studying chat logs in this manner in the future, with improved and
more versatile data sets.
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5 FINDINGS
5.1 Identifying the cyber affordances
The inductive content analysis using the unconstrained coding matrix revealed
the specific manifestations of the cyber affordances by the actors in the sample
chats. The codes arising from the specific cyber affordance category are named
sub-affordances, addressing RQ1: What form do the chat-based cyber
affordances take? The sub-affordances occurring under each category were
identified and are presented in Table 3. Examples of the sub-affordances as they
occurred in the chats are provided in Appendix 3.
Table 3:

Identifying the Use of Cyber Affordances in the Chat Sample

Primary Affordance
conceptualization
Cyber ID
Expressing and discussing
identity-related parameters

Cyber Presence
Online manifestation of
identity-related parameters

Cyber Time
Online status and asynchronized online presence

Occurring Subaffordances
Name
Age
Gender
Location
Social status
Nicknames
Photos
Videos
Voice/call
Platforms
Links
Texts
Online status
Previous message
in chat
Previous call/SMS
outside of chat
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Description
Discussing actors’ names
Discussing actors’ age
Discussing actors’ gender
Discussing actors’ location
Discussing actors’ social status
Discussing actors’ nicknames
Discussing photos
Discussing videos
Discussing calls or voice
messages
Discussing digital platforms
Discussing links
Discussing texts
Discussing online status
Referring to previous in-chat
message in the current chat
Referring to previous call/SMS
exchanged outside the chat

Previous meeting
experience for both
actors
Explicit Fantasy
Passive Fantasy

Cyber Fantasy
Abstract image construction
(imaginative state) achieved
through online text exchange

Suggestive Fantasy

Non-malicious
Fantasy

Seeking Approval

Expressing
Approval
Cyber Synchronization
Toward stability and
assessing the potential of
practicing imaginative states
(leveling of the minds of the
actors in the communication)

Neutrality

Dismissal

Mirroring

Manipulation
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Referring to previous real-life
experience for both actors after
having met
Expressing imaginative states
with explicit sexual content
Expressing imaginative states
with implicit or non-explicit
sexual content
Expressing imposture of an
imaginative state, hinting toward
passive or explicit imaginative
states
Expressing construction of
imaginative states that do not
contain explicit, implicit, or
suggestive sexual imaginative
states. Image construction of
miscellaneous nature
Seeking approval toward an
imaginative state/a request
toward imaginative state usually
expressed as a question that
invites construction of an
imaginative state
Expressing approval toward an
imaginative state, usually
expressed as compliance,
agreement, or confirmation to
seeking approval, or a standalone positive statement relating
to the image-creation invitation
Neutrality, doubt, or insecurity
regarding the construction of
imaginative states, usually
expressed neither as compliance
nor as image invitation, but a
neutral statement toward the
imaginative state discussed
Dismissal of, or non-compliance
with, the imaginative states
discussed or asked, denying
construction of imaginative states
Complete agreement between
two constructed imaginative
states between the actors
Construction of an imaginative
state aimed at changing one’s
attitude toward another
imaginative state, usually
expressed as a compliment,

Imperative/Force

Aggression

Cyber Synchronization
(Continued*)
Break of Contact

Neutralization

Law Enforcement
Control
Social Control
Cyber Control
Evaluating risks for the
established relationship or
exchanged communication in
regard to law enforcement or
social control, risk awareness,
or trust control

Risk Awareness

Trust Control
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suspenseful reaction, and “sugarcoating”
Imperative imposture of an
imaginative state/a command for
adopting a suggested
imaginative state, usually
expressed as forceful language
Aggressive imposture of an
imaginative state/an aggressive
command for adopting a
suggested imaginative state,
usually expressed through
threats or insults
Constructing imaginative states
toward breaking the contact or
synchronization, usually
expressed as unavailability of
further practice of imaginative
states or leaving the conversation
Constructing imaginative states
that served to neutralize negative
polarization toward the
suggested imaginative states
within the chat
Discussing law enforcement
control in regard to imaginative
states or the formed relationship
Discussing social control in
regard of imaginative states or
the formed relationship
Expressing awareness of the
possible negative outcomes of the
information exchanged or the
general wrongness of the formed
relationship

Evaluation of the risk of
disclosure of the discussed
imaginative states or the formed
relationship

5.2 Theme dynamics
The conceptual model depicted cyber affordances that might guide the offender’s
and victim’s paths around the cyber-grooming themes presented in Section 3. In
this study, I first coded each message to the theme to which it belonged (using a
structured coding matrix in regard of the themes, outlined in Appendix 2), and
for each message, I coded which of the Internet affordances were being used
(using an unconstrained coding matrix in regard to the affordances, outlined in
Appendix 3). In the next section, I present an example of a descriptive analysis of
the dynamics between the offender and victim themes used in the same chat. I
strive to answer RQ2: How do the offender and victim utilize the cyber grooming
themes as the chat progresses? I do this by measuring the frequency of occurrence
of the theme codes for each message in STATA, as the chat progressed over time,
for a randomly selected chat log from the date set.
The offender in Chat 1 expresses only five themes from the suggested
themes in the integrated model (as presented in Appendix 2): introductory
messages, assessment, rapport building, CAM, and physical abuse potential
(Figure 8). In Figure 8, we see how the offender loops and switches between the
themes (each marked with different color) in the natural progression of the chat
(“0” – being the first message, and 280 being the last message in Chat 1). The most
dominant theme of the offender while grooming the victim in Chat 1 is the
assessment theme. This theme is defined as assessing the individual characteristics
of the offender, the individual characteristics of the victim/offender regarding potentiality,
while getting to know each other, the environment (location, family, and relationships),
willingness and availability, sexuality and sexual experiences. We also see that the
offender is switching heavily between the themes of assessment, rapport
building, and physical abuse potential. For example, the introductory messages
(red) signify every time the offender and victim start a new conversation
(regardless of whether it is on the same or a different date). The most frequently
occurring theme in this chat immediately following the introductory messages is
the assessment theme. The CAM theme is the least occurring theme in this chat.
In the same chat, the victim mostly responds with rapport-building
messages to the offender (Figure 9). Rapport building is defined in the structured
coding matrix as simulating friendship/romance, coordination, predictability, and
stability of behaviors. We also observe a high discrepancy between the offender
and victim fluctuation of the themes in the same chat. For example, between the
240th and 280th message in this chat, we see that the offender is persistent in his
assessment of the victim (lines 240–280, Figure 8), while the victim replies with
messages belonging to the rapport-building theme (lines 240–280, Figure 9).
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Figure 8:

Offender theme fluctuation in chat 1

Figure 9:

Victim theme fluctuation in chat 1
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Regarding the theme fluctuation in relation to the offender and victim, the
results show that, most importantly, the offender does not follow a step-by-step
progression in the themes while grooming and that there is a tendency to switch
and loop between certain themes, perhaps influenced by the victim responses.
The victim’s “heavy lingering” in a specific theme (in this case, rapport
building—orange) suggests a possible misinterpretation of the messages sent by
the offender. This mismatch suggests that the victim does not perceive the
malicious intentions of the offender (while the offender asks the victim questions
assessing her sexual maturity or availability in relation to an older man, the
victim shares information as if it were a friendly disclosure to a peer). Such
friendly responses from the victim seem to encourage the offender to persist with
the assessment theme, which is visible in the offender graph (Figure 8) between
the 240th and 280th messages. This theme fluctuation analysis can be highly
valuable as a tool in offender-profiling techniques for the purpose of law
enforcement prevention. Future research will be able to derivate novel cyberexclusive offender typologies that can aid in developing offender registries and
improve tailored offender psychosocial treatments. Moreover, conducting future
explorations in such a manner will help educate victims in terms of which of their
behaviors motivate, trigger, and accelerate predatory behavior in offenders. We
have thus been educating children against participating in what we have
recorded as the most alarming behaviors (sending pictures, revealing location,
etc.), yet sometimes, some of the least alarming behaviors could potentially
trigger the offender the most. A friendly response from a victim might invite a
seemingly non-malicious response from the offender, which only encourages the
communication. Advice to youth on how to safely practice and frame these
“friendly” responses can make a positive difference in not triggering a potential
offender. Moreover, this exploration urges future research on process modelling
to consider both actors in the process they attempt to capture in chat-interactive
cybercriminal incidents.

5.3 The most dangerous cyber affordances
The descriptive analysis in this section represents an exploration of the most
frequently deployed cyber affordances in all the chats, which should reveal the
most dangerous cyber affordances. In this endeavor, I answer RQ3: Which of the
cyber affordances are most frequently deployed in the chats?
The results show that cyber synchronization (83%) and cyber fantasy
(67.3%) were the most frequently used affordances by both the offender and
victim in all the chats (Figure 10), thereby suggesting that these affordances are
the most dangerous in cyber grooming.
Cyber fantasy is a cyber affordance described as an abstract image
construction (imaginative state) achieved through online text exchanges, while
cyber synchronization is a cyber affordance described as achieving stability and
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assessing the potential of practicing imaginative states (leveling of the minds of
the actors in the communication).
In terms of the use of cyber affordances by the offender and victim (Figure
11), cyber synchronization is used more often by the offender (89.2%) than the
victim (73.1%), while the victim uses cyber fantasy (71.1%) more often than the
offender (64.8%). With marginal differences, the victim uses more cyber time
(28.2%) and cyber control (10.3%) than the offender, at 22.8% and 8%,
respectively. With slight differences, the offender uses more cyber presence
(28.7%) than the victim (25.8%). Cyber identity is almost equally used by the
victim (30%) and offender (29.3%).

Figure 10:

Use of the cyber affordances
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Figure 11:

5.3.1

Use of the cyber affordances by the victim and offender

Use of cyber synchronization

The dismantling of cyber synchronization into separately occurring subaffordances, or states of mind, shows that the most used sub-affordance by both
the offender (69.2%) and victim (50%) was seeking approval (Figure 12). The most
predominantly used sub-affordances by the offender compared to the victim
were seeking approval (69.2%) and manipulation (22.3%), while the most
predominantly used sub-affordances by the victim in comparison with the
offender were expressing approval (22.1%), neutrality (17.5%), and dismissal
(23.3%).
Cyber synchronization seems to be the underlying mechanism that pushes
the offender’s agenda, while at the same time creating the most significant
vulnerability in the victim. The predominant use of seeking approval and
manipulation by the offender over the victim likely reflects the predatory and
persuasive nature of the offender’s agenda. Conversely, the predominant use of
expressing approval, neutrality, and dismissal perhaps underscores the
vulnerability of the victim. It appears that even though the victim seems to “fight
back” with neutrality and dismissal, this does not seem to repel the offender; on
the contrary, it fuels his efforts at persuasion.
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Figure 12:

5.3.2

Use of the cyber synchronization by the victim and offender

Use of cyber fantasy

The dismantling of cyber fantasy into separately occurring sub-affordances, or
states of mind, shows that, first, the most used fantasy sub-affordance was nonmalicious fantasy (62.2% by the victim and 56.9% by the offender), while the least
used was explicit fantasy (9.8% by the victim and 7.5% by the offender) (Figure
13). All the cyber fantasy sub-affordances were used more often by the victim
than by the offender. This means that the victim used more explicit, passive,
suggestive, and non-malicious fantasy than the offender in all the chats.
It might be the case that the offender has a narrow mandate of pushing
victims toward critical incidents more exclusively, rather than engaging in
fantasy in general, and that the victims believe that they are in a romantic
relationship with the offender, which might explain the greater use of fantasy.
Again, a closer look at the offender’s use of cyber fantasy, in general, is still very
high (64.8%), only 8.3% behind the victim.
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Figure 13:

Use of cyber fantasy by the victim and offender

The more worrisome finding here is how the offender and victim engaged
with the sub-affordances occurring within cyber fantasy. The most used subaffordance by both actors was non-malicious fantasy, while the least used was
explicit fantasy. Non-malicious fantasy depicts textual image construction of a
miscellaneous nature, while explicit fantasy depicts textual, sexually explicit
image construction. This means that when cyber fantasy is used as an affordance,
both the offender and victim use non-explicit, seemingly non-malicious
imaginative states or naive language, which can range from talking about the
weather or what they had for lunch to their hair color. Such use of non-malicious
imaginative states can be very difficult to detect as alarming by a preventive
software or judged as potentially risky by the victim. Explicit fantasy, however,
even though it was employed least frequently in the chats, was used mainly by
the victim than by the offender. Again, this might have been the case because the
offender was more mindful or strategic about using sexually explicit language
(either due to his agenda or his awareness of preventive software). However, the
victim’s initiation of sexually explicit language also speaks of her lack of risk
awareness regarding the use of such textual imaginary states. Thus, preventive
software design should take into consideration that abusive or sexually abusive
language does not occur in all abuse chats.
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5.3.3

Use of cyber control

Thus far, I have presented cyber synchronization and fantasy, and their subaffordances, as the most frequently used affordances by the offender and victim
in the chats. However, for the purpose of this thesis, in this section, I also present
the cyber control afforance and its sub-affordances, as I believe that the insight it
provides is of cruical importance for preventing cyber grooming.
Cyber control is a cyber affordance conceptualized as evaluating the risks
of the established relationship or exchanged communication in regard to law
enforcement or social control, risk awareness, and trust control. The analysis
shows that cyber control was used more frequently by the victim than by the
offender, as presented in Figure 14. This affordance consists of the subaffordances demonstrated within the chats—law enforcement, social control, risk
awareness, and trust control—defined as presented in the coding matrix in
Appendix 3. From the analysis, we can see that even though these affordances
are rarely used in all the chats, the victim shows risk awareness in 6.6% of the
chats. The victim is also using law enforcement, social control, and risk
awareness more than the offender. There was a slight discrepancy in terms of the
offender’s predominant use of the trust control sub-affordance compared with
the victim’s use of this sub-affordance.
Cyber control was the least used affordance in all the chats, yet the most
frequently used sub-affordance was the victim’s use of risk awareness (depicting
expression of awareness of the possible negative consequences of the information
exchanged). One would say that this is a positive trend, since risk awareness
should repel victims from engaging in such behaviors. However, even though
some of the victims expressed such risk awareness and, in some instances, called
the offender “pedo” and threatened to report him to the Finnish Net Police, they
continued to participate in the communication.
At the same time, the offender was not shy about expressing risk awareness,
usually by expressing acknowledgement that he was older than the victim and
that the victim was underage. Thus, it seems that the offender’s expression of risk
awareness served to desensitize the victim to the idea that there is nothing wrong
with the age difference, or in some cases, it may even trigger fantasy. Educational
practices should further instruct that when something “feels wrong” in a chat, it
should be acted on, rather than keeping the communication ongoing.
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Figure 14:

Use of cyber control by the victim and offender

5.4 Cyber affordances and themes
In the next section, I attempt to answer RQ4: To what extent are cyber
synchronization, cyber fantasy, and cyber control being used under sexting,
CAM, and physical abuse potential themes? I present the use of the selected
affordances in these selected themes, as I believe that they are the most malicious
themes in the cyber-grooming process.
5.4.1

Cyber synchronization in the sexting, CAM, and physical abuse
potential themes

The most predominantly used cyber synchronization sub-affordances by the
offender, compared to the victim, in the sexting, CAM, and physical abuse
potential themes were seeking approval and manipulation (offender in Figure 15
to 17). However, the victim expressed greater approval (22.7%) and less
neutrality (11.3%) and dismissal (11.3%) in the sexting theme than in the CAM or
abuse potential theme (victim in Figure 15). We see that as the victim’s use of
expressing approval dropped in the CAM and physical abuse potential themes
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(victim in Figures 16 and 17), the neutrality and dismissal sub-affordance
increased (Figures 16 and 17, with the highest increase recorded for dismissal
(39.6%) in the physical abuse potential theme (Figure 17). As the victims use of
expressing approval dropped, the offender’s use of seeking approval increased
(most drastically in the CAM theme, 79.6%, in Figure 16), and his use of
manipulation increased (most drastically again in the CAM theme, 21.7%, in
Figure 16).

Figure 15:

Use of cyber synchronization in the sexting theme by the victim and offender

Figure 16:

Use of cyber synchronization in the CAM theme by the victim and offender
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Figure 17:

Use of cyber synchronization in the physical abuse potential theme by the
victim and offender

The analysis of how cyber synchronization was used in the selected themes
shows that the victim was most compliant with sexting. As the victim showed
the highest use of expressing approval in this theme, the offender was least
engaged in seeking approval. As the victim’s use of expressing approval
decreased in the physical abuse potential theme and even more drastically in the
CAM theme, the use of neutrality and dismissal increased. At the same time, the
use of seeking approval and manipulation by the offender rose. This might be
further proof that the offender deployed seeking approval mainly as a persuasive
technique and that special attention should be given to educating victims about
the dangers of sexting and complying with sexting.
5.4.2

Cyber fantasy in the sexting, CAM, and physical abuse potential
themes

The trend of the victim’s use of cyber fantasy more than the offender persisted in
the separate selected themes (victim in Figures 18 to 20). We can see heavy use of
explicit fantasy by both the offender and victim in the sexting theme (Figure 18),
with a drastic drop in its use in the CAM and physical abuse potential themes
(Figures 19 and 20). The second most used cyber sub-affordance by both actors
was non-malicious fantasy (Figures 18 to 20).
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Figure 18:

Use of cyber fantasy in the sexting theme by the victim and offender

Figure 19:

Use of cyber fantasy in the CAM theme by the victim and offender

Figure 20:

Use of cyber fantasy in the physical abuse potential theme by the victim and
offender
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The analysis of how cyber fantasy was used in the selected themes shows a
drastic drop in the use of explicit fantasy from the sexting to the CAM and
physical abuse potential themes. In the context of sexting, one would assume that
it would be natural for the actors to make substantial use of explicit fantasy, since
sexting as a phenomenon consists of the exchange of sexually explicit imaginative
states. However, an interesting insight is the use of the runner-up sub-affordance
in the sexting theme, where non-malicious fantasy recorded the most frequent
use, and the use of explicit fantasy recorded a drastic drop in the rest of the
selected themes. Another interesting finding is that non-malicious fantasy was
the most used in the CAM and physical abuse potential themes. This means that
even though, during the sexting, the actors used explicit fantasy the most, they
also supported these sexually explicit imaginative states with non-explicit
imaginative states, i.e., imaginative states where sexual language was not used.
It also means that the offender lowered the use of sexually explicit states when
he embarked on a quest to procure CAM and suggest a meeting, call, video chat,
etc. Perhaps the offender discontinued the use of sexually explicit states in order
not to “scare” the victim so that he could more easily reach his goal. Nevertheless,
the heavy use of non-malicious fantasy in the CAM and physical abuse potential
themes also suggests that the offender was still reliant on imaginative states in
persuading the victim. Finally, occurring in the CAM theme, suggestive fantasy
was the only sub-affordance that was used predominantly by the offender among
all the selected themes. I assume that the trend of the victim using cyber fantasy
sub-affordances more frequently than the offender, including, in general, in all
the chats, can be interpreted through the victim’s innocent approach. The victim
does not have a predatory agenda over the offender, so it might have been natural
for her to use the chat and connection with the offender to form a regular
romantic relationship.
5.4.3

Cyber control in the sexting, CAM, and physical abuse potential
themes

The results show a very low use of this affordance in the selected themes by both
actors. There is a predominant use of risk awareness (7.6%) by the victim
compared to the offender, most significantly expressed in the CAM theme
(Figure 22). The use of social control was more significantly expressed in the
physical abuse potential theme, where the victim used it more frequently than
the offender (8.2%) in Figure 23. Cyber control was used least frequently in the
sexting theme by both actors, with a risk awareness use of only 0.7% by both
actors (Figure 21).
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Figure 21:

Use of cyber control in the sexting theme by the victim and offender

Figure 22:

Use of cyber control in the CAM theme by the victim and offender

Figure 23:

Use of cyber control in the physical abuse potential theme by the victim and
offender

The findings regarding the use of the separate cyber control sub-affordances
in the selected themes are interesting, not only because of the non-use of the subaffordances in these themes, which is a finding by itself, but also because of the
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sub-affordances used in these themes. The trend that followed is that social
control and risk awareness rose within the CAM and physical abuse potential
themes, with the highest spike recorded in the use of risk awareness in the CAM
theme and the highest spike in the use of social control recorded in the physical
abuse potential theme. Both sub-affordances were used predominantly by the
victim compared to the offender. Law enforcement was not used at all in these
themes, while the use of trust control was minuscule, used only in the CAM and
physical abuse potential themes.
These observations confirm that sexting was one of the most applicable
themes for both the offender and victim. The victim seemed to show almost no
resistance, introducing no law-enforcement or social control and expressing very
low risk awareness in comparison within the CAM and physical abuse potential
themes. The offender also showed comfort within the sexting theme, without
introducing anything within law enforcement, social control, or trust control.
According to these themes, the offender seemed to believe that the victim was
compliant and that there was no risk of “being caught.” A positive trend is that
within the CAM theme, the risk awareness seemed to be high, and there was
some use of social control (in comparison to the rest of the selected themes), with
the victim using these sub-affordances more frequently than the offender. This
suggests that the victim demonstrated a level of resistance and an awareness of
wrongness. The spike in the use of social control by the victim, compared with
the offender, in physical abuse potential signals that while the offender was
seeking to assess the potential of physical abuse, the victim’s first line of defense
was to introduce social control states, either as an excuse for not complying or an
implicit threat. The high use of social control by the offender himself, in
comparison with the other selected themes, also suggests that he might have felt
the need to gain “control over the situation” (in terms of assessing whether social
control was present or would be present) as he examined the possibilities for
physical abuse.

5.5 Time stamps, affordances, and themes
Earlier in the analysis, I identified four critical incidents occurring in the chats:
exchange of calls, exchange of pictures, exchange of live video (streaming), and
evaluation of location and meeting potential. These critical incidents were all
coded under the sexual abuse theme, and they are potentially the most dangerous
actions that can lead to physical abuse or continued online abuse. I strive to
answer to RQ5: What information can the cyber affordances and themes provide
for evaluating the urgency of physical abuse potential?
I now present a descriptive analysis of these critical incidents in the cases
and measure: a) the extent to which the offender requested these critical incidents
from the victim; b) the extent to which the victim agreed with the offender’s
request for the critical incidents; c) the mean days of active conversation before
these critical incident offender requests and the victim’s agreement occurred; d)
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the extent to which the victim requested these critical incidents from the offender;
e) the extent to which the offender agreed with the victim’s request for the critical
incidents; and f) the mean days of active conversation before these critical
incident victim requests and the offender’s agreement occurred.
The critical incidents are
Critical incident 1 – Calls The results show that in all the cases, the offender
requested a telephone call from the victim, while the victim agreed to a call
in 47.4% of the cases. On average, the offender requested a call from the
victim on the third day of active communication, with the victim agreeing
within the fifth day of active communication. Conversely, the victim
requested a call from the offender in 15.4% of the cases, with the offender
agreeing in 86.6% of the cases. The victim requested a call from the offender
on the tenth day, on average, with the offender agreeing to the victim’s call
request, on average, within the sixth day of communication.
Critical incident 2 – Picture exchange
In almost all the cases (97%), the
offender requested a picture from the victim, with the victim sending the
offender a picture in 88.6% of such cases. The offender requested a picture,
on average, on the second day of active communication, while the victim
agreed within the eight day of active conversation. In comparison, the
victim requested a picture from the offender in 70% of the cases, and the
offender agreed to send a picture in almost all such cases (95.1%). The victim
requested a picture, on average, on the third day of communication, while
the offender agreed to send a picture straight away (including on the third
day of communication).
Critical incident 3 – Live video exchange
The offender requested a live
video exchange (i.e., a Skype call with an active camera) in 90% of the cases,
with the victim agreeing in 22.2% of such cases. The offender requested a
live video exchange on the fifth day of active conversation, with the victim
agreeing, on average, on the sixth day of active conversation. The victim
requested a live video from the offender in only 11.2% of the cases, with the
offender agreeing to this in all such cases. The victim requested a video
exchange, on average, on the 26th day of communication, while the offender
agreed to this on the same day of the request.
Critical incident 4 – Assessing location and meeting potential
The offender
requested the victim’s location in all cases, with the victim revealing her
location every time. Following this, the offender requested a meeting in the
physical world from the victim in almost all the cases (97.5%), and the
victim agreed in 62.9% of the cases. The offender requested a meeting from
the victim, on average, on the third day of communication, with those
victims agreeing to a meeting have done so, on average, within the ninth
day of communication. Conversely, the victim inquired about the offender’s
location in 45.2% of the cases, with the offender revealing his location in all
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such cases. Furthermore, the victim requested a meeting with the offender
in 51.8% of the cases, and the offender agreed in 93.4% of such cases. Those
victims who requested a meeting with the offender did so, on average, on
the 17th day of communication, with the offender agreeing on the same day
of the request.
The analysis of the critical incidents revealed that, in almost every chat
instance, the offender requested a call, picture, live video chat, location
information, and a meeting in the physical world from the victim. On average,
he made these requests on the third day of active communication. At the same
time, the victim recorded the highest agreeable response rates in regard to
revealing their location and sending a picture to the offender and the lowest
agreement to a video chat. More than half of the victims agreed to a meeting with
the offender, and less than half agreed to a call with him. On average, those
victims who agreed to the critical incidents did so on the fifth day of
communication. The critical incidents observed through the reverse request rate
(the victim toward the offender) revealed that the victims were significantly more
hesitant about requesting a video or call from the offender, followed by a request
for the offender’s location, a meeting, and a picture. The offender showed a high
agreeable response rate to the victims’ requests.
The victim’s hesitation in the reverse scenario seemed natural and desirable.
In addition, the highest request rate from the victim came from the pictureexchange request. In my opinion, such chat-based requests are often employed
when the victim doubts the offender’s intentions and wants to make sure that he
is really the person he claims to be. At the same time, victims request pictures in
order to assess whether the offender is handsome enough when they believe they
are in a romantic relationship or show a romantic interest in the offender.
Educating children about strategies regarding which identity parameters can be
requested from the other actor and in a manner that will discourage predatory
behavior can be beneficial.
However, while victims show extreme vulnerability in their willingness to
reveal their location and send pictures, they demonstrate the highest resistance
to participating in a live video chat. This is an interesting finding. First, it speaks
to the need to enhance or reconsider existing6 educational and prevention
material on the dangers of revealing location and sending pictures and the
willingness to call or meet strangers from the online world. Second, the victims
showed significant resistance to accepting a live video chat. One would assume
that the victims would perceive greater risk or feel less comfortable about
agreeing to a live video chat than they did in the rest of the agreed incidents. Live
video chats might feel intrusive, since they require immediate face-to-face
communication with the offender, and victims might feel that they have more
Most awareness-raising campaigns on the dangers of the Internet, in Finland and
internationally (some of which I have personally participated in as a facilitator), outline the
potential severity of engaging in picture exchanges and revealing location and meeting
strangers from the online world.

6
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control in the rest of the incidents, since they can more easily strain or avoid the
offender. Future research should be employed in this matter because the
repulsive characteristics that the live video chat might possess, which result in
victim hesitation, can then be employed for enhancing prevention regarding the
rest of the agreed critical incidents.
The critical incident observations also show that the offender was quite
straightforward in voicing his intentions (given the short period of three days
before reaching the critical incidents) and that the victim, on average, became
agreeable towards the requested incident during a period of two days of active
communication. Both indicate a shockingly short time gap for possible parental
or law enforcement intervention. If such trends persist, with research, we can
inform law enforcement and external monitoring systems that they likely have
five days in which to intervene from the contact initiation, with the danger of
complying with the critical incident by victims peaks between the third and fifth
days of communication. This should also inform prevention methods of the
importance of intervention before such communication occurs, perhaps in a form
of risk awareness or education.
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6 DISCUSSION
CGOC is a vivid example of a type of online crime that has its origins in the
physical world but that operates very differently from its offline counterpart
because of unique behavioral and criminogenic affordances found in the
structure and functionality of the Internet. In this dissertation, I attempted to first
demonstrate the need for novel ways of studying cyber grooming and
cybercriminal phenomena that take place on chat-interactive platforms. The
SLRA conducted here outlined major shortcomings in the literature, pointing to
the need for a re-conceptualization of how we study cyber grooming. The main
propositions for addressing these shortcomings were (1) the need for a cyber
contextualization of models/theories that will strive to address cyber grooming
in the future and (2) adequate modelling of cyber grooming that would respond
to interpersonal and interactive communication.
The conceptual model presented in Section 3 is designed to address these
propositions. The theoretical contribution of the model is two-fold. First, it
proposed a cyber contextualization of the phenomenon by suggesting an
exploration of cyber affordances as conceptual variables that might facilitate
cyber-grooming behavior in the online environment. Second, it proposed a way
to address the modelling shortcomings of previous literature by including both
the offender and victim as interdependent actors in the cyber-grooming process,
crucial for studying cyber-contextualized attributes. I now address the
implications of these two research prescriptions.
First, “opening the pandorian box” of cyber affordances was a challenging
task. Creating cyber affordances as conceptual variables based on Suler’s (2004)
online disinhibition was an endeavor of disciplined imagination and a
hermeneutic exercise. Some might argue that, as a researcher, I have constrained
my explorative thought through codes arising in the chats under the conceptual
categories of “cyber affordances.” One can easily get lost in the context while
reading extensive material in a chat form. My instinct in this regard was to follow
Walsham (1995) and use these concepts as part of the iterative process of data
collection and analysis, since my task was to uncover “cyber-specific” properties
within the data. Suler (2004) argued that, when online, a person can shift into an
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“intrapsychic constellation” of his physical self and omit the physical
selfcharacteristics” (2004, p. 325). Therefore, the major conceptual affordances
based on Suler’s argument served only as a guide so as not to stray from my
original “cyber” explorative task, and the occurring sub-affordances in Appendix
3 are the result of this process.
Critiques on such a “cyber-specific” exploratory approach or the need for
new “cyber” theories are generally grounded in the notion that Internet
technology is merely a constructed utilitarian extension of human functioning,
no different from other socially relevant technological tools (e.g., the telephone;
see also Brown, 2006) used in society. This formulation denies the online context
of the status of a “separate” world—the argument being that if you are sitting
comfortably in your regular physical environment, surrounded by familiar
objects, “you are not going anywhere” (Aiken, 2016). Because the processes
inherent in the online world are designed by humans for humans, the effects are
easily explained by traditional conceptualizations of human motivation, thought,
and behavior, including those related to criminality (see Brown, 2006; Grabosky,
2001).
Against this backdrop, some of the occurring sub-affordances from the
empirical study (Appendix 3) carry titles such as neutralization and mirroring. I
note that these titles do not strictly represent the phenomenon or theory behind
the title (e.g., neutralization=neutralization theory, see Copes & Maruna, 2017;
mirroring=social learning theory, see Akers, 1973), yet they carry such titles as a
sense-making symbol, or representation, of the behaviors found in the chat.
Critics might then argue or pose the question, for example, of how different is
cyber neutralization from regular neutralization. To answer this, I turn to
Greenfeld’s (2015) argument that the human brain is a network of neurons that
are being shaped, adapted, and evolved by experiences lived and perceived in a
given environment. As the “evolutionary mandate” of the human brain is to
adapt and thrive, its response to the cyber world as a new environment leads to
a unique personalized state of mind that can further result in physical changes to
the brain, for better or worse (Greenfield, 2015). Thus, cyber neutralization, for
example, might not be categorically different from regular neutralization,
although it can be differently manifested in cyberspace.
As the fundamental concept remains that people behave differently as
environmental conditions change, when environmental conditions change so
radically as to violate the base assumptions of a theory, it seems logical to alter
the existing theory or discover new ones to accommodate such change.
Therefore, the cyber affordances and sub-affordances, as communicated and
found in this thesis, do not exclude the possibility that in a separate research
endeavor, they could be explained by complementary theories. Thus, the subaffordances and their description might be found to be a cyber-specific
representation of their correlating explenans of these theories. However, I refrain
from further discussing this in this dissertation.
Second, the modelling prescription aims to capture these cybercontextualized behaviors, or the use of cyber affordances by both actors (the
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offender and victim), as they are naturally occurring in the chat in a way that
they can influence each other. Such modelling is not novel to the
communication literature. One example is IDT (Buller & Burgoon, 1996), which
was developed to study deceptive communicative activity in interpersonal
face-to-face communication in everyday life. Buller and Burgoon defined
deception as a “message knowingly transmitted by a sender to foster false
belief or conclusion by the receiver” (p. 205). The deceiving actor must
intentionally manipulate or distort the truth to achieve the deceptive goal,
while the receiving actor must decide whether to express suspicion of a
deception attempt to establish the validity of these messages. From there on,
the theory dynamic proposes that understanding deceptive communication
requires treating it as an iterative process in which its participants mutually
influence each other. IDT has also been applied in studies of online fraud, such
as online consumer and e-commerce deception (Grazioli, 2004; Xiao &
Benbasat, 2011), social media deception (Tsikerdekis & Zeadally, 2014), and
everyday digital deception (Hancock, 2007; Ho & Holister, 2013). To the best
of my knowledge, this theory has not been applied to online child sexual abuse
techniques. This may be due to general critiques of IDT and its application to
online settings. These critiques mainly concentrate on the original theory
requirement for a high level of interpersonality, or face-to-face interaction
(Grazioli 2004; Tsikerdekis & Zeadally, 2014). In cyberspace, interpesonality in
this form is weakened or at least questionable in terms of how it translates
webcams, photos, and so on. Its broad application in the grooming literature
may also be due to the fact that IDT has been relying on a set of “verbal or none
verbal cues that may not all apply to the online world”(Tsikerdekis & Zeadally,
2014, p. 11). These critiques might seem natural, since the original theory was
developed, again, for the physical world at a time when Internet interpersonal
communication was still in its infancy. However, the application of such a
modelling dynamic of including interdependent actors in the communication
is beneficial in terms of the specific affordances of the medium in which the
communication takes place (Hancock, 2007; Tsikerdekis & Zeadally, 2014).
Employing cyber affordances as a form of cyber contextualization to such
modelling seems highly desirable.
The empirical contribution of this dissertation is twofold: (1) to
demonstrate the potential of studying chat-interactive cybercriminal
phenomena in this manner and (2) to produce specific implications in particular
domains of action (Walsham, 1995). To achieve this, the dissertation examined
this phenomenon in its natural setting through real-life cyber-grooming cases.
From a researcher’s perspective, this is a great privilege, responsibility, and
research impetus. The empirical analysis resulted in worrisome, albeit
extremely valuable, results.
Older conceptualizations of cyber grooming have estimated that the
grooming process can last a long time before the occurrence of critical incidents
or that the offender will achieve critical incidents by gradually desensitizing the
victim to the incident of interest (Choo et al., 2009; Leander, Christianson, &
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Granhag, 2008; McCarthy, 2010). Older conceptualizations have also posited that
a groomer’s behavior can be captured in step-by-step explanations or stage
theories (Barber & Bettez, 2014; Black et al., 2014; Hui et al., 2015; Kloess et al.,
2014, 2015; Miah et al., 2014; Michalopoulos et al., 2014; O’Connell, 2003; Pranoto
et al., 2015). The results of the dissertation demonstrate the evolution of cyber
grooming, whereby critical incidents can be requested and agreed to
unexpectedly in a very short time frame from the initiation of the
communication. It also presents the offender and victim as having very dynamic
and interdependent behaviors, which is difficult to be captured by stage
explanations. Such impulsiveness and dynamics might be due to the
evolutionary nature of the Internet and its general embeddedness in today’s
social and communicative relationships. The Internet has certainly increased the
cognitive load in humans, which is recognized in the educational psychology and
social cognition literature as the extent to which increased information interferes
with information processing (see Chaiken & Trope, 1999; Gilbert et al., 1988; Pass
et al., 2003; Sweller, 2011). Higher cognitive loads drive people to resort to more
automated processing of information. The greater the cognitive load, the more
people use simple heuristics and cognitive shortcuts to make decisions (Fiske &
Neuberg, 1990). This is adaptive: It allows people to respond to social cues and
make speedy judgments. However, it can also lead to errors in judgment or
facilitate offending. Under conditions of high cognitive load, people rely more on
intuition, emotion, entrenched beliefs, and reflexive judgement. This can lead to
short-cut decision-making processes (see Kahneman, 2003), such as racial
stereotyping (Fiske & Taylor, 2017), increased aggression (Topalli & O’Neal,
2003; Topalli & Wright, 2013), and impulsive decisions (see Dorman et al., 2018;
Schachar & Logan, 1990).
Such vulnerabilities are especially pronounced in children. Despite the
ability of children to adopt, use, and maneuver technology and the Internet for
constructive purposes, their decision-making processes while in such
environments are limited by their early stage of cognitive development (see
Casey et al., 2005; Crone & Steinbeis, 2017). This makes them vulnerable to
predatory adults who, as with other types of offenders, are able to selectively
incorporate characteristics of the (online) environment into their targeting of
victims and use superior knowledge, experience, and social engineering
techniques to take advantage of them. Future research should engage in
developing best practices for educating children on mindful Internet decisionmaking in their early stages of cognitive development.
Cyber synchronization and cyber fantasy appeared to be the most
frequently deployed among the offender and his victims and were, therefore,
deemed most dangerous in the cyber-grooming cases. There have been various
typologies in the cyber-grooming literature regarding cyber-grooming offenders,
some of which divide offenders into contact-driven or fantasy-driven categories
(Briggs, Simon, & Simonsen (2011). Although this particular offender was
contact-driven, he continued to use cyber fantasy as the second most used
affordance in all chats. I do not believe that there can be a strict line between
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contact- and fantasy-driven offenders. In this offender, we saw that the explicit
fantasy could even be a result of the actual meeting with the victim. I also believe
that almost every online communication possesses imaginative states. How one
activates that fantasy might depend on the their motives and vulnerabilities,
easily captured by cyber synchronization. Indeed, the results demonstrated that
cyber synchronization was the most frequently employed cyber affordance, yet
it might be that some of the occurring sub-affordances were tainted by the
offender’s ill-intended motives and the victim’s vulnerabilities. Future research
on cyber synchronization in non-malicious chat environments will be highly
beneficial for refining malicious cyber synchronization. This also follows for the
remainder of the affordances.
A summary of the detailed recommendations for future research and
practice deriving from an interpretation of the results can be found in Table 4.
When reading these recommendations, I urge readers to be mindful of the small
sample size of this study and consider the recommendations with care in terms
of the limited generalizability of the findings in regard to this sample size. The
recommendations for practitioners should be applied to the suggested target
group (law enforcement, social control actors, policymakers or youth, etc.) with
careful consideration of the recommendation in consultation with the relevant
stakeholders and expertise in regard to the suggested target group.
Table 4:

Summary of Recommendations

Recommendations for future research:
1. Future research design and modelling of predatory online communication
should consider the victim’s input and how this affects the offender’s decisionmaking.
2. Future research on interactive criminal scripts for chat-interactive cybercriminal
incidents can be beneficial.
3. Future research could study which forms of natural language by the victim have
successfully dismissed or repelled the offender’s predatory intentions.
4. Future research can study which forms of natural language that do not contain
sexually explicit content are used for highly predatory aims.
5. Future research can study non-sexually explicit “imaginative states” and/or
“abstract imaginative information” from victims and its effect on offenders. For
example, in which way can non-sexually explicit conversations stimulate
predatory behavior in offenders?
6. Properly assessing cyber identity could repel predatory behavior. Future
research can study whether victims who insisted on assessing the potential
offender’s identity (requesting social media links for their personal profile, proof
of age) have successfully repelled the offender.
7. Future research should explore in greater detail neutralization techniques
initiated at the victim.
8. Future research with access to victimized youth could study victims who were
explicitly aware that they were being abuse. Such research could seek to uncover
why these victims continued communication with the offender.
9. Future research should engage in developing best practices for educating
children on mindful Internet decision-making in their early stages of cognitive
development.
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Recommendations for practice:
1. Law enforcement and social-control actors have extremely short windows in
which to intervene. The results from this sample show that it is very likely that a
critical incident will occur in the first five days of communication. Youth, law
enforcement, and social-control actors can be advised that it is likely that the
predatory intention might peak between the third and fifth day of
communication. Preventive educational material can provide youth with tools to
develop a risk assessment or defense mechanism to assess their potential risk to
predatory behavior prior to their decision to engage in communication.
2. Besides educational instructions to youth and social-control actors of the dangers
of the most alarming online practices (such as sexting, sending pictures, location
revelation, etc.), there is a need to increase awareness of how descriptive
responses to various aspect of everyday life (or any friendly response) can trigger
predatory behavior from the offender. Youth can be educated on these
descriptive responses as “imaginative states” and/or “abstract imaginative
information” as online communicative behavior that creates an image for the
communicative party, which might trigger a predatory response in a party with
predatory intentions. For example, a potential victim talking about going to the
sauna might trigger a naked-body image to the predatory actor in the
communication.
3. Youth and social control actors can be advised that simply dismissing or ignoring
a critical incident request by an offender could be insufficient in repelling the
offender’s intentions. On the contrary, it might encourage further persuasion and
neutralization aimed at the victim. Such repeated persuasion and neutralization
directed at the victim over time could eventually lead to the victim complying
with the initially dismissed or ignored request.
4. Youth could be advised that threatening to report an offender to law
enforcement or social-control actors would not always repel the offender. On the
contrary, threatening to report but not actually reporting, and continuing to
engage with the same offender after such threat, could encourage the offender. It
might signal to the offender that he/she has succeeded in creating a predatory
“safe space” where the victim, even though aware of the wrongness of the
communication, has not preventively acted upon it, thus serving as tacit victim
compliance.
5. Preventive software developers and research on detecting predatory
communication can be advised to also incorporate the detection of predatory
natural language processing that does not include sexually explicit language.
6. Youth, law enforcement, and social-control actors can be advised that not all
offenders would lie about their age or represent themselves as the victim’s peer.
Offenders can also misinform the victim by underrepresenting their actual age,
which can also be over 18. The victims in this sample did not refrain from
continuing contact, even though they knew the offender was an adult. Youth can
be advised that even if someone presents themselves as slightly older than the
“allowed” age, they could still be misrepresenting their much older age.
7. Youth, social-control actors, and law enforcement might be alarmed at the fact
that groomers also use their predatory techniques to recruit other potential
victims from their initial victim contact. They might do so by enquiring from
their initial victim the age, social media links, and nicknames of the peers of the
initial victim.
8. From the sample, it is evident that victims easily engage in sexting. Youth of age
14 and younger can benefit from enhanced prohibitory education on sexting,
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with an age-appropriate gradual introduction of safe online sexuality. Youth of
age 14 to 18 can benefit from future preventive educational material in a manner
that would promote practicing safe online sexuality, rather than prohibitory
prevention measures.
9. Educational practices and policies that would enhance trust between youth and
social-control actors toward everyday disclosure of their online lives can be
beneficial.

To conclude this section, I believe that the results of the methods employed
in this dissertation have demonstrated a novel way of studying chat-interactive
cybercriminal incidents and their potential. First, this dissertation illustrates a
way of discovering cyber-specific variables that can be implemented within
various online phenomena, which can produce cyber contextualization and
cyber-contextualized theory or explanation. A researcher can then pick any chatinteractive cyber phenomenon and try to look for cyber affordances deriving
from the theoretically sampled data. Second, it demonstrates the valuable
information to be gained if such “3D”modelling is applied. By “3D,” I mean a
model that studies chat-interactive phenomena while also looking at input from
both the offender and victim, as demonstrated through the cyber-specific
manifestations of their behavior and the ensuing outcomes.

6.1 Contribution to information systems theory and the IS
discipline
This research firmly supports Lee (2001, p. 3) in stating that other disciplines are,
at best, contributing disciplines in the IS field. It also answers Baskerville and
Myers’ (2002) call for IS scholars to widen their perspective to study IS
phenomena that will attract broader audiences from the scientific community.
Other disciplines are engaged in work on developing an explanation and
understanding of various cyber phenomena from their domain, such as
psychological, social, or criminological theories of user behavior. One way in
which IS could prove and build its reputation as a firm-standing discipline,
offering knowledge and contributions to other disciplines, is to measure and
theorize how and why the Internet affects the psychological and social variables
studied in reference theories/disciplines.
Further, I strongly believe that this kind of research design should also be
considered as a research method by IS scholars. The proposed model is an
attempt at measuring concepts such as cyber presence and cyber fantasy, and
while it is a demanding and very fresh frontier, we should not forego the
challenge. Importantly, other disciplines might argue that online child abuse is a
psychological or criminal phenomenon, as they only consider the effects of the
psychological or criminological variables that lead to the outcome. However,
with this research, the IS discipline can argue that online child abuse is also an IS
phenomenon. The psychological and criminological variables that facilitated the
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outcome would not have been so successful if the Internet was not a factor in the
abuse process. Even if future testing of the idea disproves it, if efforts by other
disciplines regarding cyber phenomena operate without knowledge of how the
Internet has distorted their disciplinary unit of analysis, the result may be wrong
conclusions or unanswered questions.
Ultimately, this type of exploration will open an IS scholarly discussion
toward taking a united stand on how IS should recognize concepts that could
provide answers to cyber phenomena, which have thus far been answered by
reference theories. As previously discussed, online communication passes
through the Internet mechanism with or without maleficent characters. By using
this type of research to exemplify how to measure Internet characteristics
through the stages of a phenomenon, it can further be applicable to measuring
other cyber phenomena through their own stages, which could contribute to
developing better and stronger IS security polices and service designs.

6.2 Contribution to practice
From the analysis, we learned that enhanced prevention education material
should be developed in regard to the dangers of sexting. We also learned that
cyber ID and presence affordances can be thought of as being practiced in a
manner that can validate the identity of the offender or at least as a means to
repelling the offender from pursuing communication. Impulsive or rash
decision-making in online environments increases the risk of victimization.
Education on mindful Internet decision-making should also be employed
in very early stages of cognitive development. Developing children’s intuition in
terms of detecting risk awareness and manipulative, neutralizing, and aggressive
behaviors from potential offenders can increase the reporting prevalence of
deviant or criminal cyber phenomena to law enforcement and parents. Efforts
should also be put into developing trust between victims and their social
environment so as to encourage disclosure of such online experiences. Youth
should also be instructed on the forms of malicious online communication that
does not possess, for example, alarming precursors or cues of explicit fantasy.
Educating youth that communication in the form of non-malicious fantasy can
be highly beneficial. Some offenders do not use explicit sexual language in their
abusive and predatory scripts and modus operandi. Any friendly response or
image construction from the victim can trigger the offender’s most coercive
behaviors. Future research on identifying the natural language in such “friendly
responses” that have triggered explicit fantasy in offenders can construct novel
educational materials for safe Internet practice.
This dissertation demonstrates how extensive research can be highly
beneficial for enhancing law enforcement prevention. The most alarming results
were that, on average, there are only three days between the initiation of the
contact and critical incident requests from the offender and two days before the
victim agrees to the critical incidents. Preventive software and law enforcement
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prevention methods should be aimed at timely prevention. Research on detecting
chat-message time-stamp intervals and frequencies in relation to critical
incidents can provide solutions for timely law enforcement prevention.
Furthermore, extensive research on the offender’s theme fluctuation can be used
to develop registries and pools of offenders for law-enforcement flagging
systems. Preventive software that deals with natural language processing and
detection should be developed and used in training in a manner that will detect
non-explicit sexual language as well as language aimed at recruiting potential
victims via a current victim. Research efforts should be employed for natural
language processing in relation to the above-stated cyber affordances.

6.3 Limitations
The results of the empirical study are based on studying one offender and his
fourteen victims. The fact that the offender does not vary in terms of the victims
can be limiting in terms of generalizing the results to the offender population.
However, I believe that having one offender and varied victims can also be an
asset in deriving conclusions regarding offender behavioral patterns and how
victim variation might influence those patterns. We can see this, for example,
when the victims did not comply with meeting the offender, he switched to
heavily pursuing calls or discussing the recruitment of other victims who would
like to meet him. Nevertheless, future research should replicate this study,
though with a larger pool of offenders.
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7 CONCLUSION
CGOC and its dynamics do not occur solely as technology-enabled crime or
deviant human behavior; instead, it occurs when technology and deviant human
behavior interact through the (miss) perception of information.
This dissertation proposed a novel way of studying chat-interactive
cybercriminal incidents through a discovery of cyber affordances as cyberspecific conceptual variables, which the offender and victim use during the
cyber-grooming process.
The theoretical contribution of this dissertation encourages researchers to
study cyber-specific variables for different cyber phenomena of interest and
provides a methodological example of how to perform such research.
Information technology has already been unshackled from its physical
grounding. We can literally say that it is all up in the cloud. I argue that
researchers should follow, but not abandon, and unshackle themselves from
previous knowledge tied to the physical world and move toward independent
explorations in the Cyber World.
With today’s widespread Internet usage at an increasingly younger age and
access to the Internet, in general, whereby it is even debated as a human right, it
seems impossible to limit usage or present preventive strategies that will
promote banning access to certain content or limiting access to information and
social media connections. The practical contributions of the thesis do not
condemn or limit Internet usage and its benefits; rather, it promotes safe practice.
With this kind of research, I strive to propose new ways of safe Internet
behavior by highlighting the Internet’s most seductive and dangerous aspects.
Learning from cyber-grooming chat transcripts, I saw the grave result of using
the most beneficial characteristics of the Internet in a malicious or unsafe manner,
creating the opportunity to discover possibilities of how to minimize the risk
created by the internet and promote their safe practice.
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SUMMARY IN FINNISH
Lasten seksuaalinen nettihoukuttelu mahdollistuu verkkoympäristössä. Rikoksen taas toteuttaa ihminen, jolla on psykologisia ominaisuuksia, jotka mahdollistavat tällaisen rikoksen. Kuitenkin seksuaalisen nettihoukuttelun ymmärtämisessä on hedelmällisintä yhdistää verkkoteknologian mahdollistama informaation muokkaaminen ja rikoksentekijän mieleen liittyvän vuorovaikutuksen
tarkastelu sen sijaan, että tarkasteltaisiin näitä ilmiöitä toisistaan erillään.
Tässä väitöstyössä esitetään kokonaan uusi tapa tutkia seksuaalista nettihoukuttelua tutkimalla hyväksikäyttäjän ja uhrin välistä keskustelusekvenssiä ja
siinä havaittuja verkkoympäristön tuottamia erityisiä mahdollisuuksia (affordansseja) yhdistämällä niitä samassa prosessissa esiintyviin käsitteellisiin muuttujiin. Teoriaa sovelletaan todelliseen netissä tapahtuneeseen hyväksikäyttötapaukseen, jota analysoidaan kehitetyn teorian valossa. Tulosten pohjalta esitetään suosituksia sekä tutkimusta että käytännön rikostorjuntaa varten.
Tämän kaltaista seksuaalisen nettihoukuttelun keskusteluanalyysiä hyödyntävä tutkimus voi edistää netin turvallista käyttöä ja valaista pahimpia käytön vaaroja. Tutkimuksessa on esitetty malli, jossa tutkitaan verkkoteknologian
avulla tapahtuvaa tiedon muokkausta ja rikoksen tekijän ja uhrin verkkovuorovaikutuksessa havaittuja toimintamahdollisuuksia. Malli voi luoda uusia metodologisia tapoja tutkia verkkorikollisuutta laajemminkin. Uudenlaiset tutkimuksen ja verkkorikosten estämisen näkökulmat ovat tarpeen, koska internetin
käytön tai sisällön rajoitukset ovat nykypäivänä hankalasti toteutettavissa. Lisäksi yhä nuoremmat lapset käytävät internetiä. He ovat varsin haavoittuvia
tällaisten rikosten edessä.
Informaatioteknologia ja siihen liittyvä verkkoteknologia on jo paljolti fyysisen maailman lainalaisuuksista irrallaan. Myös tutkimuksessa tulisi huomioida
ilmiöiden muuttuminen kyberilmiöiksi ja tarkistaa aiempia fyysiseen maailmaan
sidottuja teorioita, uudelleen arvioida niitä ja sovittaa niitä verkkoympäristöihin.
Tämä tulisi huomioida myös rikoksentorjuntaan liittyen ja kehittää tietoa ja
käsitteistöä vastaamaan paremmin tietoverkoissa tapahtuvia psykologisia ja
sosiaalisia ilmiöitä.
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Theme 3
Sexual abuse

Theme 2
Gaining
compliance

Theme 1
Gaining
Access

Theme

Initiating contact

Introductory
messages
Assessment

Requests for/or creation, exchange, and
distribution of child abusive material
(CAM) (exchange of images, video).

Exchange of text messages with sexually
explicit or sexually implicit content and/or
context

Sexting

Producing,
distributing,
possessing Child

Simulating friendship/romance,
coordination, predictability, and stability of
behaviors; mutuality—mutual attentiveness
and interests; positivity—friendliness,
empathy, and warmth, manipulation, overt
manipulation, liberal thinking, mirroring

Building rapport

Assessing the individual characteristics of
the offender; the individual characteristics
of the victim/offender regarding
potentiality, while getting to know each
other; assessing the environment (location,
family, and relationships), willingness, and
availability; sexuality assessment and
assessment of sexual experiences

Description

Sub-theme

APPENDIX 2: Structured coding matrix

in which part of <town> do you live?;
well what do you want to know about
me?; How old are you?; what are your
measurements; Well i am going now
would it be still possible that you
text? :); why are you pleased?; how old
was he?; btw.. What is your name? :);
have you ever had good sex?; hey what
are you going to wear?
i am tall and hot would you like this
kind of a lovely guy :); well yes.. But i
am not much brave and fun ..; i have
never really met people from the
internet; i am just depressed cause i
have school tommroow; somewho i am
really excited to get to high scool..there
is no stupid homework; are we
together now?
do you like shaved and a big cocks?; I
am jerking off; I want you to like my
pussy; i am a bit horny; i got cum in
my mouth today.
i can send you a pic when you come
back; can you send me some hot

Example
(omitted)
Hi; Hello; Hey; Good morning;

OT6

OT5

OT3

OT2

Code
Offender
OT1

VT6

VT5

VT3

VT2

Code
Victim
VT1
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Theme 4
Maintenance

Theme 3
(Continued)

Assessing the likelihood of activities being
detected by, for example, the child’s
parent(s), guardian, older siblings, or law
enforcement

Bribery, gifts, money, force, and threats,
integrity projection, suffering, insidious
controlling, intimidation and fear,
blackmail

Control and
Harassment

Requests for/or creation, exchange, and
distribution of child abusive material
(CAM) (exchange of images, video).
Assessing the potential and possibility for a
meeting in the physical world, discussing
previous meetings in the physical world

Assessing risk

Physical Abuse
Potential

Abuse Material
(CAM)
Streaming

I don’t want anyone to see us; what
would your mum say; is your brother
in the room; try to have the screen
behind them: can you go udner your
blanket to talk;
I can send you some money; I can buy
you something nice: would you buy
me cigarettes for me and my friend; do
you want some alcohol;

picture; can you send me a naked
video;
can we see through skype; can I call
you with camera; can you show
yourself on cam.
can we meet as friends; can we meet
tomorrow; do you want to see me;
what are you doing Friday, can we
meet?; last night was crazy; would you
meet me again?;did you get a ticket for
the train; we can meet in this hotel.

OT9

OT8

OTX

OT7

VT9

VT8

VTX

VT7
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Cyber Presence
Online manifestation of identity
related parameters

Cyber ID
Expressing and discussing
identity related parameters

Discussing actors gender
Discussing actors location

Discussing actors social status
Discussing actors nicknames

Discussing photos
Discussing videos
Discussing calls or voice messages
Discussing digital platforms

Gender
Location

Social status
Nicknames

Photos
Videos
Voice/call
Platforms

do you have pictures?; You like my
picture?; I want a nice pic of you ::) ;
can i see you?; can we see through
Skype?
can I call you?; can you give me your
phone number so I can call you?
do you have pictures somewhere else?;
can you send me a link to your profile
on fb?

whats your name; whats your
surname; well you know her name or
smth?
how old are you?; is my age a bad
thing?
are you a girl or a boy; sex?
where do you live?; are you from
<town>?; well i can come to the
<town>?
are u single?; I am not in a realtionship;
is she married or smth?
Whats your nickname?; I don't see
your nickname anymore;

Discussing actors names

Discussing actors age

Example

Description

Age

Affordances code sheet – Unstructured coding matrix
Primary Affordance
Occurring Subconceptualization
affordances
Name

APPENDIX 3: Unconstrained coding matrix

x2(4)

x2(3)

x2(2)

x2(1)

x1(6)

x1(5)

x1(3)
x1(4)

x1(2)

x1(1)

Code
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Cyber Fantasy
Abstract image construction
(imaginative state) achieved
through online text exchange

Cyber Time
Online status and asynchronized online presence

Cyber Presence
(Continued*)

Referring to previous call/sms
exchanged outside the chat

Referring to previous real life
experience for both actors when
they have actually met
Expressing imaginative states with
explicit sexual content
Expressing imaginative states with
implicit or non-explicit sexual
content

Previous meeting
experience for both
actors
Explicit Fantasy

Passive Fantasy

Referring to previous message in
chat in the current chat

Previous message in
chat
Previous call/sms
out of chat

Discussing online status

I really wanna fuck you; i like to finger
and lick its the best; well i can make
people come with my dick;
you sound like a dream :); in what way
pervy?; hey what are you going to
wear?; well i am not horny at all ; have
you had anyone else during my time?;
what did you do when you went in his
car?; did you go all the way?; so hot;

x4(2)

x4(1)

x3(6)

x3(5)

x3(4)

x3(1)

x2(6)

x2(5)

send me a link!; <youtube link>;
<social media platform link>
can you text me on <phone number>;
too bad that u dont want to text or
smth ; and u dont answer text
messages and so on
I will be right back; away from pc; I
will not be on my computer now
You didnt answer the other one ; i
hope you didnt get mad when i asked
that question?
hey it was nice to talk on the phone :);
Was the thing i said on phone
somehow funny or weird? :); so are
you interested for what I said in the
sms?
every time you see me you are really
happy; yesterday was fun.

Discussing links
Discussing texts

Code

Example

Description

Online status

Texts

Affordances code sheet – Unstructured coding matrix
Primary Affordance
Occurring Subconceptualization
affordances
Links
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Cyber Synchronization
Towards stability and assessing
potential of practicing
imaginative states (leveling of
the minds of the actors in the
communication)

Cyber Fantasy
(Continued*)

Neutrality

Expressing
approval

Seeking approval

Non-Malicious
Fantasy

Suggestive Fantasy

Affordances code sheet – Unstructured coding matrix
Primary Affordance
Occurring Subconceptualization
affordances

Expressing construction of
imaginative states that do not
contain explicit, implicit or
suggestive sexual imaginative states.
Image construction of miscellaneous
nature.
Seeking approval towards an
imaginative state/a request towards
imaginative state usually expressed
as a question that invites
construction of an imaginative state.
Expressing approval towards an
imaginative state, usually expressed
as compliance, agreement or
confirmation to seeking approval, or
stand-alone positive statement in
regard of the image creation
invitation
Neutrality, doubt or insecurity
towards construction of imaginative
states usually expressed as neither

Expressing imposture of an
imaginative state, hinting towards
passive or explicit imaginative states

Description

maybe; i dont think i got you; you dont
have to; wait a moment; aaaaah; yeah;

hi; yeah; yes; no; why not; i dont :D;
sorry :); yes you can call; lovely; would
be loveley; of course i want to;
abosloutely; but i want to;

tell me more?; hi, tell me anything :);
can you do that for me?; will you
(…)?;what are you going to wear?; why
don’t you (…)?

i am a handsome guy; I was at school; I
have a motorbike; if we would meet
we would have so much fun; tell me
something about yourself; I am tall and
brown eyes;

I would really like to that with you; I
would love that; that will drive me
mad; well you are pretty fun age;
meaning that we can get to know each
other better; . I should be on your
mind :); something racy and sexy;

Example

X5(3)

X5(2)

X5(1)

x4(4)

x4(3)

Code
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Cyber Synchronization
(Continued*)

Aggression

Imperative/Force

Manipulation

Mirroring

Dismissal

Affordances code sheet – Unstructured coding matrix
Primary Affordance
Occurring Subconceptualization
affordances

Complete agreement between two
constructed imaginative states
between the actors
Construction of an imaginative state
aimed to change one’s attitude
towards another imaginative state,
usually expressed as compliment,
suspenseful reaction, and “sugarcoating”.
Imperative imposture of an
imaginative state/a command for
adopting a suggested imaginative
state, usually expressed as forceful
language.
Aggressive imposture of an
imaginative state/ an aggressive
command for adopting a suggested
imaginative state, usually expressed
through threats or insults.

haha you are funny now; ….; just
because; i dont know;

compliance or image invitation, but
neutral statement towards the
imaginative state discussed
Dismissal of, or non-compliance to
imaginative states discussed or
asked, denying construction of
imaginative states.

fuck you are stupid; i will come and
kill you; dont ask it fucking annoys me;
cause i am fucking telling you!;

say!; tell me!; answer!; call me allready;
call me now!; because I say so!;

i thought you were nice and pleasent,
but you answer with just one word,
really boring; Are you brave or a
nerd?; you are nice and brave; whats
the bravest thing you have done;

no; i cant tell you where i live; dont call
me; i cant meet tommorow; i dont; i
wont say; cant be bothered to talk; i
havent met anyone; sorry; i cant on my
phone; i cant send it; well i am not
going there.
hah me too; same here; i have work
too; i am bored as well;

Example

Description

X5(10)

X5(9)

X5(7)

X5(5)

X5(4)

Code
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Cyber Control
Evaluating risks for the
established relationship or
exchanged communication in
regard of law enforcement or
social control, risk awareness,
trust control.

Cyber Synchronization
(Continued*)

Expressing awareness of the
possible negative outcomes of the
information exchanged, or the
general wrongness of the formed
relationship

Risk Awareness

Social Control

Discussing law enforcement control
in regard of imaginative states or the
formed relationship
Discussing social control in regard
of imaginative states or the formed
relationship

i need to go; delete my number if you
want; i should go soon; delete me from
skype; I go now forever;

Constructing imaginative states
towards breaking the contact or the
synchronization, usually expressed
as unavailability of further practice
of imaginative states or leaving the
conversation.
Constructing imaginative states that
served to neutralize any negative
polarization towards the suggested
imaginative states within the chat

are you alone right now what are you
doing?; what about your parents; what
are you going to say to your folks if we
would meet?; that my little brother is
sleeping in the next room; cause they
can see us;
yeah i know i am a lot younger than
you; is my age an issue?;you ask all
that shit and talk to a 13 y.o that’s sick;
well and you are young and illegal,
even better :); i fucking know
everything that is happening out
there!; I can report you to Fobba you
are a pedo;

you wanted it yourself; Cause i had
much more fun now, when i wanted it
myself :D; cause you have met other
older people.; age is just a number; if
we have fun it shouldn’t matter:
I can report you; you should be in jail; I
can call the police;

Example

Description

Law enforcement
control

Neutralization

Affordances code sheet – Unstructured coding matrix
Primary Affordance
Occurring Subconceptualization
affordances
Break of contact

X6(3)

X6(2)

X6(1)

X5(13)

X5(11)

Code
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Affordances code sheet – Unstructured coding matrix
Primary Affordance
Occurring Subconceptualization
affordances
Trust Control
Cyber Control
(Continued)
Example
you told anyone about me?; can I really
trust you?; are you trustworthy?; can I
really be open with you?; you
shouldn’t say anything about this; i
wont tell anyone;

Description
Evaluation of the risk for disclosure
of discussed imaginative states or
formed relationship

x6(7)

Code

APPENDIX 4: Random effects and logistic regression
In this section, I present the panel data regression analysis of the affordances used
in the various chats. The random-effects logistic analysis of the qualitative codes of
the cyber affordances provides the likelihood of a sub-affordance code occurring in
the same line as the sub-affordance code of interest, while the logistic regression
analysis provides the likelihood of certain sub-affordances predisposing the
occurrence of the sub-affordance of interest. This exploration is provided as an
appendix due to the limited generalizability of the logistic regression, due in turn
to the small sample size of only 14 victims who varied in the data sample. However,
it is included as auxiliary material, since the data set contained 12,900 data entries,
or chat lines, with their assigned qualitative codes in STATA. At its core, this
endeavor contributes toward illustrating the potential of performing such analysis
on chat logs in the future. With this, I strive to answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which sub-affordance is most likely to occur in the same line in which
the victim is expressing risk awareness in the various chats?
Which sub-affordances predispose the victim’s break of contact in the
various chats?
Which sub-affordances are most likely to occur in the same line in which
explicit fantasy is being used?
Which sub-affordances are most likely to predispose the victim’s
agreement to send a picture to the offender?
Which sub-affordances are most likely to predispose the victim’s
agreement to meet the offender?

1. Which sub-affordance is most likely to occur in the same line in which
the victim is expressing risk awareness in the various chats?
The results show that chat length increases the likelihood that the victim will
become aware of being abused (Table 5). It is very likely that the victim’s risk
awareness is related to the use of age in the context of cyber identity. This means
that a victim might be more likely to become aware of the abuse when discussing
the age issue in the “relationship.” The recommendation here would be to
educate victims to press the offender to validate his age and to be mindful if they
are communicating with a chat partner who is overly emphasizing age-related
issues. It is also very likely that this it when, in the same line, dismissal,
manipulation, imperative/force, aggression, neutralization, and break of contact
are being used from the cyber synchronization affordance. This means that when
the conversation seems to be gaining negative polarization, the victim might be
more likely to express risk awareness in relation to that negative polarization.
This can be informative for the future development of prevention material.
Risk awareness is also very likely to occur in relation of using law
enforcement from the cyber control affordance. It is interesting that the victims
seemed to be more likely to express risk awareness at the same time that they
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used law enforcement control, even though the risk awareness remained silent
on the parallel use of social control. This means that when victims are risk aware,
they might threaten the offender by reporting him to the police rather than
threatening him with disclosing their contact or relationship to their parents.
Educational polices should be strengthened in terms of developing trust between
youth behavior online and their parents or guardians. Victim risk awareness is
also likely to occur in reference to nicknames and links. This is a slightly less
significant relationship, yet it occurred that this offender was recruiting victims
by acquiring different nicknames and links from their social media profile. In
these chats, a relationship might occur when victims are likely to express risk
awareness in relation to the offender’s recruitment process. It is least likely that
risk awareness will occur in the same line when location is used from cyber
identity; when calls, video, and platforms are used from cyber presence; and
when explicit, passive, and non-malicious fantasy are used from cyber fantasy.
This means that victims might be unaware of the risk, especially when they use
location, when they practice their online presence habits, and when they engage
in cyber fantasy. Specific measures should be taken to educate victims about safe
practices in terms of sharing their location and online presence habits, such as
safe practice in sexting and using voice and calling services.
Table 5:

Sub-affordances used in the same line as risk awareness by the victim

Dependent variable: Risk awareness in victim
Occurrence of sub-affordances in the
same line
Chat length

Cyber ID

Name
Age
Location
Social status
Nicknames

Cyber Presence

Photos
Video
Voice/Call
Platforms
Links
SMS
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0.000550***
(6.06)
0.848
(1.33)
2.400***
(14.52)
-0.932***
(-3.83)
-0.225
(-0.27)
1.099**
(2.33)
-0.0549
(-0.18)
-3.470***
(-2.77)
-1.826***
(-5.17)
-0.944***
(-2.69)
0.996**
(2.17)
-0.256

(-0.20)
0.445
(0.33)
Previous message in chat
0.0667
(0.07)
Previous SMS/call outside of chat
-0.4
(-0.32)
Previous meeting experience for both
-0.094
(-0.16)
Explicit fantasy
-1.239***
(-3.31)
Passive fantasy
-1.378***
(-6.65)
Suggestive fantasy
-0.0439
(-0.21)
Non-malicious fantasy
-0.991***
(-6.59)
Seeking approval
-0.0362
(-0.24)
Expressing approval
-0.183
(-1.10)
Neutrality
0.126
(0.68)
Dismissal
0.351**
(2.03)
Mirroring
0.879
(0.7)
Manipulation
0.882***
(5.39)
Imperative/Force
1.323***
(2.64)
Aggression
0.681***
(4.94)
Break of contact
0.669*
(1.91)
Neutralization
1.144***
(4.19)
Law enforcement
2.852***
(4.06)
Social control
0.126
(0.29)
Trust control
0.117
(0.11)
Constant
-3.420***
(-12.41)
Number of observations
5017
Variation in parentheses; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.

Cyber Control

Cyber Synchronization

Cyber Fantasy

Cyber time

Online status
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2. Which sub-affordances predispose the victim’s break of contact in the
various chats?
The chat lengths seem to be negatively correlated with the occurrence of break of
contact. The most significant relationships show that the victim was more likely
to use break of contact from the cyber synchronization affordance, when, in the
previous lines, there was use of force/intimidation and aggression from cyber
synchronization and use of risk awareness from cyber control (Table 6). It is less
likely that break of contact will be used when non-malicious fantasy is used in
the previous lines. Perhaps, the victims did not feel the need to break contact
when random imaginative states were being discussed, yet it appears that they
did not feel a need to break contact, even when, for example, the non-malicious
fantasy escalated into explicit fantasy. Educative measures should be taken to
help children develop defense mechanisms triggered by the use of aggression or
force in the chat.
Table 6:

Sub-affordances used in the previous line from break of contact

Dependent variable: victim’s break of contact
Occurrence of sub-affordances in previous
lines
Chat length
Age

Cyber Presence

Cyber ID

Location
Social status
Photos
Video
Voice/Call

Cyber
Time

Previous call/message outside of chat

Explicit fantasy

-0.84
(-1.53)
-1.26
(-1.22)
-0.196
(-0.58)
1.370*
-1.79
-0.231
(-0.55)
-0.284
(-0.88)
0.327
-1.05
-0.662***
(-2.75)

Passive fantasy
Cyber Fantasy

-0.000351***
(-2.62)
0.196
-0.56
-0.585*
(-1.78)
0.347
-0.33

Suggestive fantasy
Non-malicious fantasy
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Dependent variable: victim’s break of contact
Occurrence of sub-affordances in previous
lines

Seeking approval

-0.327
(-1.51)
0.0533
-0.19
0.00329
-0.01
0.184
-0.63
0.0676
-0.28
1.539***
-2.81
0.945***
-6.44
1.419
-1.19
-0.255
(-0.46)
0.991***
-2.7
-3.360***
(-9.16)
4468

Expressing approval

Cyber Synchronization

Neutrality
Dismissal
Manipulation
Force/Intimidation
Aggression

Cyber
Control

Law enforcement
Social control
Risk awareness
Constant
Number of observations
*Omitted variables not shown

Variation in parentheses; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p <
0.1.

3. Which sub-affordances are most likely to occur in the same line in which
explicit fantasy is being used?
Explicit cyber fantasy is most likely to occur in the same line as previous meeting
experience and passive fantasy (Table 7). It is also most likely to occur when
imperative/force and aggression are being used and likely when dismissal is
used from cyber synchronization in the same line. Videos are also likely to be
discussed when explicit fantasy is active. It is less likely that explicit fantasy is
used in the same line as all the cyber ID sub-affordances: when calls or platforms
are being used from cyber presence; break of contact from cyber synchronization;
suggestive fantasy from cyber fantasy; and social control and risk awareness
from cyber control.
The results also show that explicit fantasy was used in the same line with
previous meeting experience and passive fantasy for both actors. This is a
worrisome finding, since it might be that the offender in these cases is likely to
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be highly skilled and uses explicit fantasy very often after he has abused the
victim in the physical world. It also means that he continues to support the
explicit imaginative state by using implicit language that does not contain any
sexually explicit words. He seems to be very cautious about not using explicit
language when the victim is using risk awareness, engages in an assessment of
cyber ID, or peruses to establish cyber presence. Again, this is a worrisome
finding in terms of prevention methods that concentrate on detecting sexual
explicitness as a means of preventing cyber grooming; when dealing with
offenders such as this one, the abusive language might not be detected until the
offender meets his victim in the physical world. Perhaps after a physical abuse
incident, the offender feels safe to use explicit fantasy, or even worst, he feels that
the victim is already trapped in the abuse cycle and that there is a slimmer chance
that she/he will report him.
Table 7:

Sub-affordances used in the same line with explicit fantasy

Dependent variable: explicit fantasy in offender and
victim
Occurrence of sub-affordances in the same line
Chat length
Name

Cyber ID

Age
Location
Social status
Nicknames
Photos

Cyber Presence

Video
Voice/Call
Platforms
Links

Cyber time

SMS
Online status
Previous message in chat
Previous message/SMS outside of chat
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0.000172***
(3.99)
-2.023***
(-3.21)
-0.738***
(-6.19)
-0.850***
(-6.22)
-1.051*
(-1.68)
-2.336**
(-2.26)
-0.0859
(-0.34)
0.600**
(1.98)
-2.316***
(-4.84)
-1.605***
(-4.29)
-0.158
(-0.15)
-0.811
(-0.78)
-0.117
(-0.11)
-0.584
(-0.76)
-1.489

Dependent variable: explicit fantasy in offender and
victim
Occurrence of sub-affordances in the same line

Cyber Fantasy

Previous meeting experience for both actors
Passive fantasy
Suggestive fantasy
Non-malicious fantasy
Seeking approval
Expressing approval

Cyber Synchronization

Neutrality
Dismissal
Mirroring
Manipulation
Force/Intimidation
Aggression
Break of contact
Neutralization

Cyber control

Law enforcement
Social control
Risk awareness
Trust control
Constant
Number of observations
Variation in parentheses; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p <
0.1.
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(-1.46)
1.674***
(8.34)
2.122***
(23.37)
-0.831***
(-4.82)
0.0323
(0.29)
-0.0604
(-0.76)
0.0398
(0.41)
-0.141
(-1.07)
0.290**
(2.56)
0.478
(0.99)
-0.0383
(-0.33)
0.953**
(2.38)
0.269***
(2.9)
-1.000***
(-2.68)
0.187
(0.9)
1.224
(1.15)
-0.809**
(-1.99)
-1.155***
(-4.25)
0.789
(0.76)
-5.571***
(-7.79)
12950

4. Which sub-affordances are most likely to predispose the victim’s
agreement to send a picture to the offender?
First, the chat length seems to increase the likelihood that the victim is going to
send a picture. It is more likely that a victim will send a picture in the chats where:
name and age are heavily used from cyber ID and where there is a heavy use of
photos and some use of calls from cyber presence (Table 8). This might mean that
the offender’s persistence over time of repetitively asking for a picture from the
victim can result in the victim yielding in compliance. The results depicting a
heavy use of the cyber ID sub-affordances, such as name and age, might mean
that the offender is requesting pictures from the victim’s peers. A
recommendation here is for a detective software to be able to detect the use of
names, nicknames, and age, for example: “she is 13.”
The victims also seemed to send a picture when manipulation,
imperative/force, and aggression were heavily deployed from cyber
synchronization. The heavy use of the “negative” cyber synchronization subaffordances (manipulation, imperative/force and aggression) perhaps also
complemented the offender’s persistence. There was also a significant
relationship with all the social control affordances and a slightly less significant
relationship with the use of trust control and risk awareness. This might mean
that in chats where the victim has sent a picture, the offender was super careful
in assessing whether social control was present around the victim and
continuously worked on trust maintenance. It might also mean that risk
awareness was used when the victims were sending a picture, which might
explain the use of the law enforcement sub-affordances.
Conversely, it is less likely that the victim sent a picture when explicit
fantasy, seeking approval, and neutralization were heavily utilized. This might
be interpreted as the offender “not needing” a picture in chats where explicit
fantasy was used or that his predatory needs were being satisfied through a
different cyber medium or affordance. Nevertheless, to explain the negative
correlation between the victim sending a picture with the use of the seeking
approval and neutralization sub-affordances, one can argue that since the victim
had sent the pictures, use of neutralization was not needed. This is particularly
so when considering that neutralization is positively associated as a
predisposition before break of contact or when it simultaneously occurs with the
victim’s risk awareness. It might be that the offender is using neutralization as a
last resort when he feels that that the victim is not complying with his intentions.
It is also less likely that the victim will send a picture when his/her online status
is being used. Online status is usually used when the offender is assessing
whether the victim is online or when the victim suddenly disappears from the
chat. The conclusion might be that the victim is not “committed” to replying
continuously to the offender and is less likely to send a picture.
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Table 8:

Most frequent sub-affordances in the chats where the victim has sent a
picture

Dependent variable: victim has sent a picture
Most frequent sub-affordances in the chats
Chat length
Name

Cyber ID

Age
Location
Social status
Nicknames

Photos

Cyber Presence

Videos
Voice/Call
Platforms
Links
SMS

Cyber time

Online status
Previous message in chat
Previous message or SMS outside of chat
Previous meeting experience for both actors

Cyber
Synchro

Cyber Fantasy

Explicit fantasy
Passive fantasy
Suggestive fantasy
Non-malicious fantasy
Seeking approval
Expressing approval
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0.00205***
(2.92)
1.595***
(3.91)
0.499***
(3.66)
-0.226
(-1.35)
-0.352
(-0.70)
0.151
(0.26)
2.104***
(5.88)
1.011*
(1.67)
0.879*
(1.77)
-0.3
(-0.75)
0.763
(0.53)
-0.237
(-0.22)
-2.387**
(-2.21)
0.412
(1.26)
0.574
(0.75)
-1.42
(-0.92)
-1.325***
(-2.66)
0.205
(0.87)
-0.202
(-1.00)
-0.237
(-1.14)
-0.309**
(-2.41)
0.00376

Dependent variable: victim has sent a picture
Most frequent sub-affordances in the chats
(0.03)
0.241
(1)
0.0265
(0.14)
0.441
(0.94)
0.633***
(2.73)
1.060**
(2.41)
0.702***
(4.18)
0.873
(1.45)
-1.330***
(-3.05)
-1.443*
(-1.81)
0.947**
(2.34)
0.781*
(1.74)
2.367**
(2.39)
-0.862
(-1.02)
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Neutrality
Dismissal
Mirroring
Manipulation
Force/Intimidation
Aggression
Break of contact
Neutralization

Cyber Control

Law enforcement
Social control
Risk awareness
Trust control
Constant
Number of observations
Variation in parentheses; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p <
0.1.

5. Which sub-affordances are most likely to predispose the victim
agreement to meet the offender?
It is more likely that a victim will agree to meet with the offender when there is
a heavy use of location from the cyber ID affordance (Table 9). This implies that
the use of location in online communication is extremely dangerous. I believe
that this goes beyond only revealing the location, since the reveal usually
happens in the first introductory messages. These days, the sheer extent of social
media presence means that it is very difficult not to reveal location. Thus, the
results signal that this sub-affordance is predominantly used in relation to the
other sub-affordances, which means that the offender is repetitively using this
sub-affordance, or he may be constructing his persistence techniques around
location if he sees that there is a potential for the victim to meet him.
The victim is also more likely to meet the offender when there is a heavy
use of explicit cyber fantasy, previous message in chat, and previous meeting
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from the cyber time affordance. This proves that those who met the offender
engaged in greater use of explicit fantasy in terms of their meeting.
Further, it is more likely that when the victim agrees to meet the offender,
there is a heavy use of aggression, force/intimidation, and break of contact, yet
there is a highly significant negative correlation, with the use of risk awareness
in the chats, when the victim agrees to meet the offender. Previously, we found
that break of contact usually appears after the use of aggression,
force/intimidation, and risk awareness. Here, we see a high use of break of
contact and no risk awareness. It is my belief that when victims have agreed to
meet the offender, the high use of aggression, force/intimidation, and break of
contact is more reflective of them feeling intimate and in a “real relationship.”
Thus, these “negative” cyber synchronization sub-affordances might also occur
as “having a fight” rather than a mechanism that forces the victim to meet the
offender. Heavy use of nicknames from cyber ID, calls and platforms from the
cyber presence affordance, and suggestive fantasy and mirroring from cyber
synchronization are negatively correlated with chats in which the victim has
agreed to meet the offender. It might be that with victims who do not want to
meet the offender, the offender diverts to calling them and/or moves toward
recruiting other victims through the heavy use of nicknames and platforms.
Table 9:

Most frequent sub-affordances in the chats where the victim has agreed to
meet the offender

Dependent variable: victim agreed to meet the offender
Most frequent sub-affordances in the chats
Chat length
Name

Cyber ID

Age
Location
Social status
Nicknames

Cyber Presence

Photos
Videos
Voice/Calls
Platforms
Links
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0.000115
(0.2)
0.167
(0.5)
-0.149
(-1.45)
0.831***
(4.04)
0.514
(1.35)
-0.970**
(-2.48)
-0.24
(-0.73)
0.555
(0.77)
-0.515*
(-1.84)
-0.784***
(-8.15)
-0.166
(-0.46)

Dependent variable: victim agreed to meet the offender
Most frequent sub-affordances in the chats
SMS

Cyber time

Online status
Previous message in chat
Previous text/SMS message outside of chat
Previous meeting experience for both actors

Cyber Fantasy

Passive fantasy

-0.131
(-1.00)
-0.268*
(-1.76)
0.276**
(2.06)

Suggestive fantasy
Non-malicious fantasy

Seeking approval

-0.0339
(-0.20)
0.157
(1.41)
-0.0641
(-0.37)
-0.116
(-1.32)
-0.742***
(-3.31)
-0.248
(-1.28)
0.51
(0.86)
0.475**
(2.37)
0.815***
(3.23)
0.00379
(0.01)
-1.083
(-1.57)
0.166
(0.48)
-1.071***
(-6.28)
-1.097**
(-2.54)

Expressing approval

Cyber synchronization

Neutrality
Dismissal
Mirroring
Manipulation
Force/Intimidation
Aggression
Break of contact
Neutralization
Law enforcement
Cyber Control

0.277
(0.4)
-0.535
(-1.61)
1.406***
(3.59)
0.343
(0.84)
2.869***
(7.26)

Social control
Risk awareness
Trust control
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Dependent variable: victim agreed to meet the offender
Most frequent sub-affordances in the chats
Constant
Number of observations
Variation in parentheses; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗
p < 0.1.
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0.139
(0.16)
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